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DRUMMER FOUND DEAD himself. Once he so-Linea-NI morphineand uarroWly escaped death, and an-
Body is in a State of De-
composition.
HAD BEEN ON A SPREE
The reartill Fate of G. R. Whitehead. of
Springfield. Tenn.
Sunday week two small boys who were
playing in the big corn field which used
to be the Ware vineyard, East of the
city on Seventh street. saw a man lying
under is sycamore tree which stands in
a intik- hole on the land. They supposed
the person wag asleep and thought no
mare about the matter nutil last Satur-
day. They went out rabbit hunting
and again wise the figure under the tree.
They approached close enough to find
out that the man was dead.
The boys told the neighborhood the
d Mowery. The cm oner was sum mon eo.
The body ef the. man was in a state of
mortification. The face was black
"le clothe& were neat. Near the body
was a small white box. It was empty
aud waa labeled "morphine." A bottle
nearly full of whisky WaS by the box.
Letters in the dead man's pocket
identified him as G. R. Whitehead, of
Springfield, Tenn. Besides the letters
there were two pennies, a handkerchief,
a rock and a pen-knife in his pocket.
Whitehead Wa8 about twenty-five
years old. He Was a son of John White-
head who lived at Trenton. Fifteen
years ago he removed from Trenton te
Adams Station, Tenn., and later on te
Springfield.
For several months he had been tray-
eliug in the intertet of a Chicago shot
firm. Until he went on the road White-
head was a moral, industrious man, and
had made a small fortune running a
general tnerchaudist store. He fell into
bad habita, however, and had been
drinking and gambling.
He came to Hopkinsville about three
weeks ago and hired a horse and buggy
from Layne's. livery stable. He was out
with the buggy so long that Mr. Layne
went to Lafayette to gee about it. He
found that Whitehead was there at the
hotel. The young fellow told the livery
man that he had been on a drunk and
was trying to sober up. He gave Mr.
Layne a check on the Planter's Bank of
Springfield for VI.50. The check waa
returned to Mr. Layne this week.
Whitehead came to Hopkinsville with
Mr. Layne. Ten days ago he gave a
check for $7.50 to Mr. Ferd Schmidt in
payment for some beer he sent to
Adams Station, Tenn. This check was
also protested.
The lest seen of Whitehead was
Thursday night of week before last, w hen
Capt. Frill and Robert Barrier had a
talk with him. He seemed to be sober
and in his right mind.
The Coroner's verdict is as follows:
We, the undersigned, wbo are the
empaneled jury, find that the body be-
fore us is that of U. R. Whitehead, and
that the cause of death we do not
know, bat we find no marks of violence
and beLeve the cause to be poison, or
that death resulted from the effects of
intemperance.
R. W. WARE,
S. L. SALTER,
R. REED,
A. Stoma,
G. W. CAMPBELL.
JARRETT CAMPBELL,
JAS. L. ALLENSwORTH,
Coroner.
A young man who knew him well
tells the hew ERA that Whitehead had
made three attempts recently to kill
other time he attempted to shoot him-
himself.
INTERESTING NUPTIAL EVENTS.
Popular Clarksville couple Wed- Tren-
, ton Mai riage.
A marriage in which Hopkinsville so-
cietY is much ieterested owing to the
prominence and popularity of tho con-
tracting persons, took place in Clarks-
ville. It is described by the Chronicle
as follows:
"There was a quiet home wedding of
popular society young reople last week.
At 9. o'clock, at the home of de
parents of the bride, on Madison street,
Rev. W. J. Miller, of Trinity church.
eronounced the ceremony joining Miss
Maria Stacker and Edwara Ellis in the
aoly bonds of wedlock. The ceremony
was witnessed only by Dr. John R.
tieach, Miss Harriet Kendrick and F.
D. Daniel outside of the iminediati
family of the bride, Immediately after
the ceremony Mr. and Mrs. Ellis were
lriven to the depot and took the train
for a bridal trip iu the South.
"For several seasons lhe bride has
moved as a leader in the society circles
if the city. She is a young woman of
mauy excellent traits of character, poss-
essed of all the womanly charms and
iraces of the Southern beauty. She is
rhe eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clay Starker.
"The:groom is well-known in the h&j-
taws and eocial circles of the city, hay-
mug for several years been prominently
-onuected with the tobacco business."
As anticipated by the I4EW ERA W.
11. Hirshfield, a well-known merchant
if Trenton, was wedded Wednesday
evening to Miss Polly Sims, a belle of
that little city.
qIRCLE MEETING AT PEMBROKE
Interesting Services Held By Circle
No. 4.
The meeting pf Circle No. 4 began at
Pembroke last Saturday and continued
through Sunday. The attendanct
Saturday =Tutus; was good. The
'meeting was opened Sat. morning with
ievotional exercises lead by Elder S. P.
Forgy. J. P. Garnett aud Elder A. N
Couch discussed China Missions. W
R. Dickinson and Lydian McComb-
spoke on "How to Cultivate a Mission-
ary Spirit in the Sunday School." -
The remainder of the program was RS
follows:
sATURDAY AFTERNOON.
2:30 p. m , African Misslons-Elds. J.
A. Bennett and S. P. Forgy.
3:30 p. Best Method of Collecting
Woney for Miseion-Eld. J. W. Bose
And V. A. Garnett.
7:00 p. in., Sermon -Eld. A. M.
Vareeman.
sUNDAY.
9:30 a. in., Address on Sunday School
Work-Prof. A. M. Herndon.
11 a. in., Sermon-E der J. A. Ben-
trete
VICIOUS HORSE'S FATAL KICK.
Mrs. Zella Marsh, of Crofton, the V!ctim
of an Awful Accidemt.
An accident, which had a fatal ter-
mination, happened last week at Crof-
ton. The vistim was Mrs. Zella Marsh,
an estimable and well-known lady.
Early last week Mrs. Mareh was driv-
ing a horse out of a stable. The vicious
animal kicked her and she was made in-
sensible by the blow. Wheu she was
found by a member of the family ahe
was in a very serious condition. A
physician was seut for, but an examina-
tion showed that she was not in reach
of human aid.
She died Thursday morning. The
funeral took place Friday. hire.
Marsh leaver a large family and a Wide
circle of friends.
Rheumatism Cured In *Dar.
"Mystic Cure" for Rhenmatiam and
Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days.
Its action upon the sysfem is remarkable
and mysterome It removes at once the
cause and the disease immediately dia-
appears. The first dose greatlo benefits ;
75 oenta• Sold by R. C. Hardwick Drug-
gist Hopkinsville.
TO MEET IN THIS CITY.
Cumberland Presbyterian
Synod Has Closed.
RESUME OF THE WORK
Hopkinsville Selected as the Place of the
Next Annual Session.
Rev. J. W. King, pastor of the Cum-
eerland Presbyterian church of this
eity, has returned from Bowling Green
where he attended the anuual meeting
of the Kentucky Synod. Ile delivered
an address before that body.
Over two hundred delegates wen
present and there were visitors from all
over the State. The meeting WM the
most interesting and generally saCCO88.
f al in the history:of the Synod. Re-
ports made at the meeting show that
the work throughout the State in a
healthy condition and the ministers and
lidera manifested intelligent zeal in
planning for larger things for the fu-
ture. in a short while the Church Ex-
tensionAssociation will begin new work
in teazle of our larger towns. One note-
table feature of the meeting was ten
large attendaace of business men
among the elders. Several bankers.
lawyers, doctors, and a large number of
easy farmers added the wisdom of theii
sounsel to the proceedings.
All of the services wire well attendee
and programs of much interest were
.arried oui•\ The opening address was
lelivered by the moderator, Judge W
Settle, of Bowling Green, upon "Tie
?entice of the Xew Teetantent," anc
Na8 a masterly performance. The Sy•
od asked the learned jadge to furniel.
-lie address for publication. Rev. J. E
;lark, of liautsellville, was chosen mod-
rater. Thursday was fieldelay, and a
zreat day. Daring the day great ad
tresses were delivered by Prof. Steidley
if Lincoln, Ill. ; Mr. Perrin, of St. Louis,
Or. W. J. Darby, of Evansville; Drs
jrider and Gill, Miss Hearne Caldwell
and Mrs. W. J. Darby.
Dr. Hubbert, dean of Cumberland
Cuiversity, spoke Friday on t•Educa-
ion," aud Rev. J. W. Laughlin, of St.
Louis, on "Miesions."
+ + +
WILL NOf RETURN.
Mr. Richard K. Tyler, one of tie
soungt•r seciety boys anecan employe of
the Bank of Hopkineville, went to Nee
York on a visit to relatives last week
de writes to friends here that he has se-
erred a responsible aud lucrative position,
in a steamship office and will not coms
ack to Kentucky. The news will bt
regretfully ilereived by the wide cirelt
Mr. Tyler's friends, but everybody
aopes he will do well iu New York.
+ + +
AN ANNOUNCEMENT.
The following announcement wa-
issued last week.
"Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Franklin
;ill give in marriage their daughter.
'tlenjamin, to Mr. Daucey Fora:Wednes-
day, November the eleventh, eighteen
hundred and ninety-six, at their home.
;31 Franklin street, Clarksville, Tenn."
Mies Gill has been a very frequent
visitor to Hopkinsville and she and her
sister, Miss Sarah, are very popular in.
local society. Miss Gill is one of tie
most beautiful young women in the
section. Mr. Fort is also well knowr
nere. He is a talented young lawyer at
the Clarksville bar. He is now making
the race for the Tennessee Legislature.
being the regular Democratic candidate.
+ + +
ruse WEST TO WED.
Miss Kate Weet, a daughter of the lett
Moses West, who was Sheriff of Chris
tian county, will be married on the 10th
this month to Mr. Dick Durrett, 11
prosperous business man of Sprinpfield.
renn. Miss West lives at Madisonville
She is a handsome brunette.
+ + +
"Qt'ININE .nn" COMING nowt.
The many Hqpkinsville friends of
Hon. James A. McKenzie, United State-
Minister to Peru, will be delighted tt
know that he is on his way home. lit
1•T0'7.7.7 Is
The Cream of the Year
For Painting.
Buy only the best paint. Cheaprpaint is dear at any price. Sherwin
Williams' is the best paint Been sold in this country 20 years. Ail
pure stuff. $1.50 per gallon. Guaranteed to be chemically pure.
Round Oak Heating Stoves
Are matte ot selected iron, ail joints grimnd, guaranteed to keep fire all night and to
last longer than any other stove made. We.have ten different sizes in stock.
Majestic Ranges
These household joys do their own talking.. They cure dyspepsia, economize in fuel
and make life a pleasuie instead of a burden.
Full line of sporting goods, shells, fine cuttlery,
• te.
FORBES 110 BRO.
There Are Some Points
That Are Feli,
For Instance, Our Low Prices
-ON--
Building Materia', Hardware, Paints, Oils and
Glass.
1:11.11).C;(C.jr iZi4011 11..1-111....)ES
left Callao by tt eerier Friday, on a MR OTHO G LANDERleave of abeenee, fur a visit teethe United a
States. He will remain in this country
several weeks. Mr. McKenzie will
spend a couteden ble pot tion of Isis vu -
cation in Chrietain comay.
Engaged board.
Miss Carri-McKee and little gnindeon,
Masea Lawrence, have engteloel rooms
and Waal at the resideuce of Mrs. W.
Vaushu, on South Cumpb 11 etret t.
41111..-
Or neral Meeting Postponed.
The general meeting of the Mesiona-
ry Societies of flea city, se Inch wus to
have been held at the /stroll StreeePres-
nyterian Churth Seturday, has be
poetponed.
•••• - -
(lame Bird Law•
It is milaw1 ul to k.11 pheasant-
or other game tares in this State bt fort
-november 15. iti 1:11A W11%10134 for a
,tue of $25 tor each offeuee, one-hail
goiug to tho informer.
A tdars.av Lae Aienaument.
D. M. Nt-blt tt, fanCY grocer and con-
fectioner of bus niutie
issigument, %Ain' T. M. &bleu us as-
tignee. liebilituv uggregatt
several thousand uollars.
Mrs. West bet..er.
Mrs. Dili I Vie,t, ife of Dr. P. E.
'Nest, of Feiguson, hus beeh dare
aerously is hew coavalestaut. Iler
mother, Ivirs. C. G. Duke, has returned
to her home neur_tilis
Death of an Cliotogenarien.
Alfrea Gatit, the venerable father
,f Mrs. J. W. Cant and Mrs. J. W.
rioutt, of E.ktou, (let d. de-
-eased a as eighty-four plus old, aud
tad reideti ou the sau,e Luau, a few
miles float Elkton, forty years.
-.Ow+
Presbytezian Cake Walk.
A pleasant social giallo iug took place
tue Ninth St. i'resaytt Ilan church
ast week. The chard) mewbere tutu
.heir fritaids spent eevend hours having
a jolly good tune. Otte of the frut arils
at the eatertainment was a cake-wfak.
To Oat Stone.
Capt. J. L. Birehfield, 4 Madison-
eille, was in the city last Weelf to seenre
t, large quantity of cut lime etoue. Hi-
nds been essarded the cOntract tor put-
ting down curbing around the Hoplaue
:snotty eouit-house yard. lie %id
(mem work next week.
Aud Still Another.
Braley Talley, a colore41 W01111111, 112
years Lid, a 'leave of North Catalina,
ind u Gov( nnueut peitsumer, her Noe
aavieg been killed during the civil war
lied near Clarksville lust week. She
oftee told of having cooked fur George
heu he visaed her riots
ter. a
No Foot Ball Team.
The young men about town have
ab indoneci the idea of foreing a foot
ball team this season, owing to the fact
:hut one of the principal players has
aermanently removed front the city am.
mother will not be able to take part in
the ga nes on account of business oe-
aagemente.
May Have a Treat.
Remenyi, the a orld-reaowned violin-
ist and concert company may appear in
Hopkiueville in December if the agent,
d. M. theiaford, now tit Hotel Lithano
finds stitlieient intereet manifested by
the mtoic lovers of this city. A viell
fro.0 this famous artiet would indeed Le
a great trout.
A Wedding sundae.
Sundny morning in the Christian
Church at Carky, Mr. F. L Turner nud
Miss Jimmie Lee Vaughn were joineo
wedlock. The Rev Legion off:cieted.
Die bride has for years beau the belle ill
th Cusay neighborhood. Mr. Tallier
.8 la attendant at the Western Aeylurn
for the Insane.
A Removal.
The store-room on the corner of Main
an I Eigi t streets, formerly oecupied
ay Homier, has been renovated. The
exterior has been painted and nOW pre
-tents a very handsome appearance.
Clare & Co., the opular grocery finn,
have rt-nmved their large uud well us-
-i1 stock into the rooms, where they
wilt hereafter do busiuesis.
A Bt.? 'Turnip.
If you are hungry come around to the
NEW ERA Officf. and get a shCe of turnip.
Sir. G. L. nal ris. who is a well-known
fanner of the Bell neighborhood, yester-
-lay presented the (Alice with a colowsl
turnip et hich was raised on his farm.
'fhis great vegetable weighs five ant,
one-fourth pounds aud tWelity-sii
and one-ball inches in eirctunference.
Will Ser ve 'I he State.
Martin Franklin, who was taken from
Hopkinsville to Princeton lust week to
ue tried fur being iu the Howtou mob
outrage, will scree ten years in the ism,
area ary. The verdict was brought
by the jury in the cage Fraley ufter-
:mole Teo others members of the mob
eave been convicted and given peniten-
catty seuteneca. Franklin was in juil
acre for safe keeping.
Part of the Survey Completed.
The surveying party fur this end of
the Cairo de Cumberland Gap railroad
.troject have done their end and re
urued here last week. They covered
ata teiles aud have been out since Au-
dust, says the Mayfield Mirror. The
aarty surveying the other end is not
luau dune yet. It W Ill require some
tine mere to get the survt•y in a shale
0 Make a report to the capitaliets he
are to build the road.
Colored Teachers meet.
The Chrietian County Association of
Jolored Teachers held a meeting Sat.
morning at West Union, near Gracey
Miss Katie McDaniel, County Superin-
tendent, conducted it. After devotional
exercise% and an addrws of welcome
and a response the following subjects
were discussed: "How to teach Arith-
metic," "Language Work," "Teaching
aside from the Text•Book,"
Compulsory Law," "How to secure At-
tendance," "How to teach Geography."
Siena Are Favorable.
If Southern Kentucky does not have a
new railroad all signs can not be relied
on. The surveying party of the western
end of the Cairo and C anberland Gap
railroad has completed its work. They
have beers out since August and covered
lea miles, winding up at Mayfield. The
party surveying the other end of the line
has not completed its work yet, but mat-
ter% are iu shape to indic ite that a most
favoreble report will be made to the
capitalists backing the project. -Louis-
ville 'limes.
Merriest's Galore.
There were marriages galore in the
maghboring county, Hopkins, within
the last few days. Walter N. Wendel-
kin and Miss Nealey Blakely were mar-
ried Thursdey nit the bride's fnther's, E.
F. Blakely. 0. J. Fowler and Mts.
Emma Murphy wen e jointed that night
at the Elm Grove church, Rev. Ran-
dolph o ticuaiug. The same afternoon
E. H. HOW1011 MA Miss Lime Purdy of
the feeults coatory were married. The
groom is 19 and ih. bride 16. Other
wedeinge were David Rainwater &MI
Mies Nora W. Mita L of Po-usiiiit
Grove, and harry Memo and Mrs. Belle
Moore.
Passes Out From Life Int
The Great Beyond.
A COOD MAN IS CONE.
Died Last Saturday at 2 0 Clock Mir a Pair.-
fal likse F om Perieinies.
It wee with feeliegnirif profound. sei•
row th: t the to, ople of kleipkinsvill.
licard S..t. morning est the death of Mr
Otho G. Lander. Mr. Lander died s
little aft. r 2 o'cloek that moraing hi•
home on North Meal street, this city
The immediate cause of his death wie
peritonitia iuflamation of the sterna el
from whieh he had been suffering for
twelve or thir es-n days. He had not,
however, been in good health for a good
many metal), , and in the early part of
test epre g he Was forced So give up
eork eat irely for some him but when
the eool weather of the autumn set is,
he resumed his work. securing employ-
ment that would r. qiiire him to stir
about outdoors a Rotel deal, as the con-
flueinett of indoor work the state of
neulth in which he was at that time
was eon-leered to be injurious to him.
During the summer lie suffered !rout nil
attack sender to the one that caused his
death last Sat unity, and he had really
eever entirely reCoVered from that wheti
tie was taken reek the last time.
Otho Gruver, Linder was tiorty•eight
years of ege at his last birthday, havieig
teen bort. in this moiety in lts58 He
was the itmhge-t wined Mr. and Mrs.
W. B. Lander, and was one of quite a
lerge family f chilereu. e rib rear-
ed iu Hoekineville mid, with the • map-
don of alana a yt ur spent in Glasgow
and Madisouville, had spent his entire
iife here. About sixteen years ago he
was mail eel iu this eity to Mute (.3arrie
ferry, an arlopted (laughter ot the hoe
Mr. Stun \V. l'aliitfurro, who resided in
field minty, bete een Trenton and
(7uthrie. By this unioit there are three
ehileren, Seniael Talitifearta aged 16;
41tho Ono aged IS; and Allen, about
years of age.
No mutt iu Hopkinevi le has inure
friends their Otho Lander had,-every-
body then knew !dui liked hint, as he
Wit8.4 geeial, %hole-pouted, true and
teworable wan, a man that could be de-
pended upon on all (ea.:unions stud under
all circumstances to do what Ins con
science t Id him to be right. He was
true in tee discharge of all the duties
of life. Ile was a kind and affectionate
husband, a fond and indulgent father,
and as a frieud he was as true as steel.
ela aye tlauking of '.is friends before he
did liinnielf, and ever ready to make
any sort of a sacrifice to serve them.
Mr. Lander was ono of the most in-
dustrioue men in Hopkins% Lie, and had
beeu a husel and steady worker all of
his life. With the exception of about
eighteen entails he had been connectea
with the Ew ERA iu various capacities
ior twel ty one years, having entered its
service a-heu a boy of barely seventeeu
years of awe. Mud of that Meg service
was iu the typographical department,
nut for the past four or five yeers he had
.1111.114 geod deal of time as solicitor
and coll.( ter. No mutter iu a hat ca-
pacity he Wi38 s,ervutit he was always ef-
(Leiria, and guarded carefully time every
interest (it hie employer. Not only is
his death a source of deep sorrow to
thane iu hose service he was, but all
who worked with him and who knew
his worth as an honorable, upright men
aud a true, nuselfiah friend are deeply
grieved.
He was ix member of two seen t orders
-the Goliren Chain and the Knights' ot
Pythias, el both of which lie was heln
in the h-ghest esteem by his fellow-
•neuthere, who tiLowol their regard for
him and their etnifitience in him by ele-
reties( him to efflee. Ile wive the Treat-
nee of the Golden Chain, and in the
Knights of Pythias he was a Past
Chaucellor, have g pursed threugh all
the (Miceli in the local lodge.
The grief-stricken widow and chil-
dren and the aged father and moth, r
have the deeptat eyinpathy of the corn-
-fluuity this, their hour of so peat
rouble.
A large eon,ptuly of eorrowing friends
gathered Suntlay to pay, by their
presence, a tribute of reepect to the
memory of Otho Graves Lander.
The iiiitial service took place at the
late residence on Noith Main street,
conducted by Elder Smith, pastor of the
Christian Church, of which the deceased
WaA a coesistent arid conservative mem-
ber. The rxerriAes ed sor sot arid
prayer. The funeral eortege was formed
at the conch:Mien of the home service,
and the Knights of Pythitui took charge
of the rt mainder of the rites. Under
the direction of Mr. H. W. Tibbe, as
Marshal. the members of Evergreen
Lodge No. 38 formed in double ranks
and preceded the hearse. The line of
march a as through the North gate of
Hopewell cemetery.
The artivecaeket bearere were Messrs.
Albert White, C. E. Harris, C. M. La-
'ham, J. W. Yenta., W. D. Enid., boo
Atkinson, Dre J. B Jackson uud George
N. Cambell.
The honorary caeket hearers were the
following Past Chancellors of the Lodge :
Meson. C. E. Kennedy, Bally Waller,
H. H. Abernathy, G. H. Champlain, J.
B. Galbreath, Joe C. Buckner, Jonett
Henry and R. A. Peck.
At the grave the body was interred
with the beautiful Pythian ritual. The
death occasions a heavy loss in the bus-
iness, social and religionm circles in
whichMr.Lander moved. He WW1 a man
of uoble instincts and generous impulses.
He W0.8 good, true and honorable. It
appropriately could be said of him :
••itiA lift. was gentle, and the
Iso mixed le blur
That Nat ore might viand before ?ill tb.
W.rkl ,•This was si man.' "
The K. of P's., at a called session, ap-
pointed the following committee,
Messrs. R. M. Anderson, G. B. Under-
wood aud Ed J. Law son, to draft res•
lutions.
Castle Hell, Evergreen Lodge, No. 38,
K. of P. Revolutions of respect on 0.
°Oljnarndbroert:her united with Evergreen
Lodge on the 27th day of September.
1888, and since he received the stroke
that made him a Knight and Peer in
our chivalrous order, he has ever been
true and loyal to its tenets and a
worthy exemplar of ita high nud noble
prWincitiir.iilt"eesa,nOdur dearly beloved brother,
Past Clianrellor U. G. Lauder, has been
called by the Supreme Chancellor of the
Univer-e to the Castle Hall ou High for
the final test of his knightly soul anti
chilvalrir spirit. therefore be it
REsoeven, Bv Evergreen Lodge, that
iu the desate of our brother, 0 U. Lan-
der, this lodge has sustained the loan of
one of its truest and meet lope knights;
one who by hie exiunple and precept
sought to elevate. our ter ler and drew
plity the arue teas:mug of the mystic
C. and B. form the cartlima ties
of our fraternity. That in every condi-
tion of life in which he was pieced he
showed to the world that siticere and
abiding faith-even as r Ltd., child-
compatible unto true and chilvalrie
maithood.
.REsten.ree. That while 0. G. Lander
shall meet a ith us no more on this
.artlf, we a ill keep his memory green
in the sanctuary of our hearts, anti
strive to imitate his eoble example, mi-
ni we are united with him in the pres-
ence of our Great Commander.
RE/sore-sae That the Lodge wear the
usual badge of mourning for thirty
days, That a copy of these rienIntions
be spread upou the minutes of the
Lodge, A copy be seut to the family of
the deceased and also be publishes(' in
the city paw S.
R. M. Aennii•oe.
ti. 1. Neettw000,
ED J. LAWSON.
•••••11... 411.
coin.
Struck Him Over the Head.
A well dress( d young men claimieg
-o be a planter arrived at (habits% from
Nitehville Saturday morning and rearie-
tered at the Rayle House. After din-
ner he handed the proprietress a tome
terfeit half dollar, which she refused,
whereupon the young man proceeded to
curse her. She- picked up a chair and
hit him over the head with it, causing
several very painful a•ounds A police-
man cae then stunmoned and plaeed
the man under arreet. His trial wee t
for yesterday morning, but the proof
being insufficient, his CaNt) Was dis-
missed.
An Indication of Good Times.
There is no better indication of tl e
fast approach of booming times than the
%conch rful foreign demand for our pr. -
ducts, which is bound te send micas
all our fartu produ••ts much higher ano
the Big Atueriean Woolen Mills Co.. of
86 Fulton street, (Mileage, are furnish-
ing $40 to $150 a month empniymerit at
lunni• to every man over 18 years of age
in mod staudieg who applies to them
If you are out of e ork e rite to them
und they will send you a big (sample rue
free and get you to work in your own
eounty onee tit good pay. This is the
first time in several years any man could
be sure of seeming steady employmeat
et fixed, sore pay by simply writieg
letter. t .29- 4 w
COL. NEALE IS STILL HOPEFUL.
Says That Active Construction Will Be
Unaer Way Very Soon.
The survey of the proposed Cairo arid
Cumberland Gep rails OM prtictically
completed. The Frenkliu Favorite
says: aMr. Neale. owner of the char-
ter, Inas le en in the city several daye
this week, mid to a Favorite representa-
tive he said that the survey WIV4 1111 ad-
mirable one; that only one tunnel would
be titveseary on the entire route, and
that the road could bearanstrueted
less ciat per wile than ally road that
traversed this section. He thinks the
road will undoubtedly be put through
and that active construction niay be un-
der way within a few weeks after the
election."
ENIAVO-R NOTES.
Cousecration weans to give, to yield
up, to stt apart, or to dedicate, and
eons°. ration merriest is a meeting
where it is the deliberete purpose of
those who are pretteht to threi solemnly
dedicate themselvie to the Master's
service.
There is ne iiifluenee about any sort
of honest mune rattier' to Gop thet leads
by an inexorable law to tbe necemiey of
a further consecration, until there are
suggeeted to Its undrt•atued-of poseibili-
ties in the things that may be surrt•uder-
rd at the call of God. To consecrate
eue thing is to hear the call to the con-
secrution of other thines, until at last it
may be pee:Ude for oue to so surrender
the last thing as to hear the word that
shall say. -lieettUse thou has done this
thing, I will bliss thee end make thee a
blessing."- B. Fay Mills in "Victory
Through Surrender.",
He gains, forehoth, the 'fewer part
Of self-eurrender to the love itivitte,
Who pres 8 With lowly, fervent heart,
"'Ili' il1,0 doue.not mine!"
But he shall have no self to bear.
Who, yearuieg se holly Godward, hath
begun
To murmur tremblingly this prayer :
"Al y i, 1 Vk ith thine, 0 Lord, be one !"
-Philip E. Howard.
MISTAKE CAUSED DEATH.
[sPactAe TO NEW ERA]
Covington, Ky., Nov. 3.-By mistake
of drngght a dose of opium was given
the five-year-old child of William Hus-
ton instead of ipecac, as railed for iu
the prescription. The child died this
morniug.
SEIOT FROM AMBUSH.
[seectee TO NEW ER1]
Nicholasville, Ky , Nov. 3.-A deputy
Sheriff from thie city was shot from am-
bush this worming as he rode along a
public highway. It is not known who
did the cowardly deed, but it is supposed
that it was done by some one who had
taken some of his official acts as a per-
sonal mutter. The officer is fatally
wounded anti is likely to die at any
moment.
L. & N. EARNINGS DECREASE.
[SPECIAL To NEW KRA;
New York, Nov. IL -The Louisville
aud Nashville Road reports for Septem-
ber grass earnings of $1,755,696, au ire
crease of $61,862 : expenses of $1,214,096,
increase, $76,42, and net earnings of
$e-'11,600; decrease, $14.280, and for the
quarter ended Septeniber 30, gross $5,-
034,084, decrease, $69,952; expenses, $3,-
531, 968; increase, $252,329, and net of
$1,502,116 ; decrease, 222,281.
DESCENDANT OF WEBSTER.
[sPECIAL TO NEW ERA J
Washington, D. C., Nov. 3.-Mme.
Bonaparte and family have returned to
Washington and have completed ar-
rangements for the marriage of Miss
Bonaparte and Count Adam de Moltke,
iluitfeldt, which will take place Decem•
ber 10. The bride, a-ho is the on13
daughter 'of thi late Col. Jerome Bona-
parte, is distinguished through het
mother's family as the great-grand-
daughter of Daniel Webeter, Berne.
Bonaparte having been . a Miss Apple
ton, of Boston. The groom is the eld-
est son of the Danish Ambaseador to
France.
Free Pills.
Send our address to H. E. Bucklen&
, Ch cago, and get a free sample box
of Dr. King's New Life Pills. A trite
will convinoe you of their merits. Them
pills are easy in setion and are particu-
larly effective in the cure of onuetips
tiou and seer headnehe. For malera
and liver troublta they have been pnivet
invaluable They are guaranteed to le
perfectly free from every deleterierce
mulestance and tO be purely vtwt table
They do not w aken by their al 1 10iI. bre
by giving tone to stomach toe. bowels
: really horigorat the system.
size 26e per b ittle. Sold by
Hardie ick, drueeistv.
TERRIBLE ACCIDENT.
M r Benjamin Carter's
Hands Cut Off.
A WOMAN WAS KILLED.
`bung Robert Carter's Vehicle Collided Wilh
a Buggy and a Fatality Resulted.
Ben Carter. a illatater living near
Rich, Southern Keiancky, met with
a terrible accident Friday evening, says
the Clarkorville Chrotiiele. He was as-
sieting a form Maud eplitting blocks.
Carter is a Man nf about 65 years of
age, and has for POMO tinte been afflict-
ed a ith (something reeembling palmy.
While holding the block for the colored
man to eat it open with an as. Carter's
hands slipped in such a manner that
when the blade deseended both his
hands were severed, the keen edge pass-
ing diagonally across all his fingers
through the thick part of his hands.
The unfortunate man could not steady
himself sufficieetly to hold his hands on
the sides of the block, and the accident
was the result of his nervous condition.
It is generally deplored in the ueighbor-
hood in which he lives, as he im one of
the highly respeeted citizens of that pole
tion of Southern Kentueky. While he
will ter over from the t ffecte of the bad
accident, he will be helplegis the re-
mniuder of his life.
Saturday night ‘,4 hile Robert Carter,
of near Rich, Southern Kentudity, was
returning home, he was driving along
utiettneions of danger a hen his vehicle
sn(htenly collided in the darkness with
tho buggy several lit.groes were riding
in. ()ne of the ex-capsule of the colored
people's vehicle, a Werrall whose name
could not be learned, was thrown upon
the ground. Aft. r the eellision Carter's
horse became unmanagnble, and either
ran over OT caused Carter's buggy to
pass over the woman in snch a rumour
as to injure her. It is thought that tbe
hoofs of the horse cotumitted the injury.
The woman was eonveyed to her home.
The nest s is nronght to this city this
forenoon to the effeet that the woman
lind died from the efferta of the aeei•
dent. She was injured internally. No
blanieesitu be attached to Carter, for it
was feirely accideittal.
Touter Carter is a son of Ben Carter.
eho had the miefortune to have both
his hande cut off by an ax Friday even-
ing while he w-as holding a block for
one of his colored farm hands to split
open.
A Guthrie Kan Shot.
Yeeterday evening about 7 o'clock
Robert Iliggersou, a brick-layer, who
was from Guthrie, but who clam ms Nash-
ville as his home. waa shot three timee
and painfully wounded by Comeable T.
W. Beaumont, of the Sixth district,
about a mile and a half beyond St.
Bethlehem.
The man wag found lying on the aide
of the road by the officer with a pietol by
his side, and was arrested arid ordered
to accompany Beaumont. Higgerson
refused and resisted and Beaumont shot
him three times, one of the bullets par-s-
ing through his left fore-arm, fractur-
ing the small bone, another bullet
grezed the mates left shoulder and the
third made a slight flesh wound in his
left aide. The wouuds are riot serious,
however.
Higgersbn was brought here and
lodged in jail. where LIE wounds were
attended to. Ile was scent by a reporter
for the Leaf-Chronicle this forenoon and
was getting along well.- Clarksville
Chronicle.
SPANISH NAVAL WORKS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ER•J
Madrid, November 3.--k credit
53,000,000 pesetas (about $10,600,00t
will shortly be sanctioned by the Span-
ieh Government for navul workr.
How IrIckrrui Wrote.
Stepheii lake presents a most inter-
setiug pen picture of Dickene. his fam-
ly and of Oadshill, where be was
frequent and welcome guent, in The
Ladies' Home Journal. Of Dickens'
method of et ork Mr. Fiske says: "Dur-
ing niy -isits Dickeue was not at work
apon a tiosi I. but ne shut himself in
Feebter's chalet from I I a. ru. to 8 p.
31. almost every duy. This was another
Art of his methodical xyatem. If he
!en in the mood be would write an 'Un-
ximmercial Traveler' article. If not, he
would answer letters, read All the
Year Round proofs, jot down idea; or fill
ap the time with tome 'tort cf literati
labor. This, he told me, Wan hie self
litecirlitte. The one morn in the chalet
was spareely furnished aud had windows
in all sides commandiug quiet, pleaaant
dcws of fields and plautatiores He Bel-
lom talked of his books, but one rainy
lay he aboaed me the bound manu-
script of one of them and told me his
method of planning a story. flaying
+elected a subject, he would write down
the name of the hero anal surround it
with queries. 'Shall be be rich? Parente
guerdiane? Defrauded of hie prop-
erty? Au early love?' and PO on with
the other charactere as they occurred Ir
bait fie always mad blue iuk, aud so
did Yates and Handily and the other
writers of what WOR (IWO 'the Dickens
whool."rhey all celeel lani chief, aod
he liked the title."
- -
Knowledge.
Much t f the rattle cf knowledge de-
pend(' upon the way it is elitained.
Some of it is given to um, and we accept
it partitively. Some is throe upon us,
and we receive it unwillingly. Some
we crave and work for and finally ob-
tain by memo of cur own thought and
researches. Of course iu very early
thildhood knowledge am well as every-
thing else must be given. This is nat-
aral and right, and so long as the giver
is Jed rein°. and not too eager the child's
mind will thrive by it. Gradually,
however, as his powers cufold, this
)(instant giving loses its value. The
time arrives when his mind needs de-
veloping, his curicenty awakening, his
faculties stimulating, and this werk
Mould largely take the place el impart-
ing information. If it be dope snceess-
fully, he will soon show • desire for
knowledge of various kinds and will
seek It with avidity, and whatever be
gains iu this way will beffinie vitalise;
and a part of himeelf. It is a S1CW and
gradual precene, and we eeldom have
the patience to pursue it. We have more
faith in our systems Man in nature's,
and we too often treat the child men-
tally as we would phygically were we
to keep him 1n our arms and feed him
with a Imo= long after he was able to
walk and to help hirnself.-New Yeti'
Ledge r.
1 Tree Eelletlie
W. M. Repine, editor Thekilwa. Ill.
•'Chief," trays: "We wou't keep house
without Dr. King's New Discovery for
Consnmption, coughs and (vide- Ex-
perimented with many others', but never
got the true remedy until we need Dr.
King's New Dierovery. No ether rem-
edy can take ite plare in our home, as
n it we have a rennin and ante rune
for coughs, colds, %sleeping cough, etc."
t is idle to experimeut ith other rem -
+dies, even if they are urinal on y HU as
inn as good es Dr. KillieP New Dieeov-
ey. They are not as gime. beeau-e this
reedy haa a record of cure and be-
, est is gnaratiteet. It never fails to
eti sty. Trial boobs free at R. C.
dwick's drag sears.
BURNED TO DEATH.
[KPECIAL TO NEw ERA]
Richmond, Ky., Nov. 2 -Mrs. Whitt
aker, a weinknown lady of this city,
was burned to death this morning while
dressing. In moving about before the
fire-place her clothing became ignited
and before anyone could come to her as-
sistance she Wil8 enveloped in flaws*.
When the flames were extinguished,
Mrs. Whittaker was found to be a dying
condition, and expired a few moments
later.
ARIZONA'S RESOURCES.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Washington, Nov.- 2.-The people of
Arizona are a ur it for Statehood, sars
Gov. Benjamin Franklin in his annual
report to Secretary Francie. It shvits
the total ruining output of the Territory
for the year was $13,978,273, of whirl
$5,e00,000 teas gold, exclusive of &bane
smo.000 taken by prospectors and platter
miners, and the total is a year's increase
of $040,000.
The Territorial Board returns show
the value of taxable property has gaiued
a half million dollars during the year.
and conservative men claim the acteal
valuation to be $90,000,000.
The cattle shipments from Jan. 1,
1894, to June 30, 1896, reached 595.497
head.
A LADY ASSASSINATED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA;
Benton, Ky., Oct. 31.-1 he blackest
crime iu the annals of Marshall county
was committed near Benton last night.
Miss Daisy Sullivan. a prominent eon=
ledy residing a few miles from this
town, was brutally aseassinated at her
home last night. The villian who com-
mitted the deed made his escape with
out being detected, but the counte
blood-hounds were put ripen his trail
while it was fresh, and it is firmly be
lieved that he will captured. Ie
not known who the guilty man is, as he
was not seen, but the neighbors haVe
their suspicions. A big posse is out with
the blood- hone& now, and it is that the
aesassin will be captured before night,
ROBBED THE DEAD.
(semi et. TO NEW ERA)
Paducah, Oct. 31.-It W'11.01 known that
these were a plenty of thieves in Padu
cah, but until yesterday afternoon it
WWI not believed that any of them
would rob the house of a dead man be-
fore he was buried, yet, that is jast
what was done yeekerday evening.
While the funeral services over the
body of Mr. B. H. Wisdom. the
hanker who died on Wednesday.
was in progress, thieves took advert
tage of the absence of everyone from
the place and robbed the house, taking
such valuable articles as struck their
fancy and were eatey to take away
When the members of the family re-
turned from the funerul they found
every room in the house torn to pieces,
the drawers to tables, washstande desks
and bureaus had been pulled out and
their contents emptied on the floor by
the thieves in search of valuables.
It is not yet known exactly
how much the scoundrels got, but a
number of valuable articles are miming.
The police are row on the lonkout for
or the guilty party or parties, aud they
believe that they will be able to-trace
them by Rime of tbe articlee stolen, aF
they will be more than likely to attempt
to sell them somewhere.
KILLED BY SHEEP.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Pikeville, Ky., Oct. 30 -There was s
very peculiar fatality on the farm of
Charles Rust, who resides near this
town. A small child of East's wander-
ed into a field that adjoined the yard.
aud when some distance from the house
was attacked by a vicious ram. The
enraged ram knocked the child dowe
and killed it before anyone from the
house could render assistants. That
rum has been known to attack grown
people, and Rust is being censured for
having allowed it to remain on his farm
when it wae known to be dangerone.
NINE KILLED.
(sPRenet. TO NEW ERA]
Vicksburg; hiias., Oct. 30.-Yeetter-
day's awful 7clone that passed over
portions of Louisiana is known te haes
killed nine persons in that State, and it
may be that there were others killed
that have not yet been reported.
great deal of property was deetroyed
New Orleans aud other towns in that
State.
SERIOUS TROUBLE FEARED. •
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Owentoe, Ky., Oct. 30.-The toll-gate
raiders have begun their lawless acts in
this, Owen, county, several toll-gates
having been destroyed by them last
night. They have also made threats,
against the lives' of toll-gate keeperi,
that is, they have notified some of them
that if they attempt to
collect auy more toll their houses
will be blown up with dynamite.
Serious trouble with the raiders is ex-
pected, because the officers of Owen
county are all fearless men and they
will not allow thwe lawleee bands to
carry on their work of destruction =-
molested, as haa been the case in some
of the eounties wbere they bay
been operating lately, but will employ
deteetive aid and when they find out
who the guilty parties are, thsy will
arreit them even if it should become
neceseary to kill ode or two of them.
The lawless gangs hope by their work
to pat an end to the turnpike systt m-
that is, they hope to eompel the owners
of the pikes to abandon them &rough
fear or else cause the State to buy the
pikes and make them free.
DYING OF GRIEF.
[seRciAL TO NEW ERA
Paducah, Ky ., Nov. 8.-It is reported
here that Mrs. Sullivan, mother of the
girl who was assassinated in Marshall
county, lias been ill for three years and
is dying of grief over ben daughter's
rattirYthereill bewingo crewnretdo
nftimardthera. ssammTheinco
work on yet.
The assassination ix still enveloped in
mystery. The remaine of the young
lady were buried yesterday afternoon
and over 1,000 persons attended the fan-
ersh
DECLARED OFF.
Was This Wedding. at Al-
most the Last Mo Tient-
DISCOVERY WAS:MADE
That tte Bridal Couple Were Irether sad
Smiler Whit Were Separated en
Childhood.
[SPECIAL TO Ntw ER
New York, Nov. 8.-A w
nounced for Sunday last at
ton's "Little Church Am
ner" did not take place.
e
ding an-
. Hocee.
the t r•
we
most at the last moment th isetwes7
s
was made that the bridal le :to be
married were brother and .
Fifteen years ago a man t ed Ber-
ets°an and his wife died in Ch , leav-
ing two girls-Edna, aged, 10, rind
Mead, aged 6. Their only sotie, Jewish,
had run away from home a ylar previ-
ously. The little girls were blight and
pretty, and hire Alice Towesend, the
wife of a variety show manseer, adopt-
ed them. In the course of time they
went on ihe stage as the Harvey eistiSS.
A year ago Edna married a ,Mr. Mel-
rose, of Baltimore. and retirecite privete
life. Mend went to London. a-here the
found employment at the ..4t leavens.
There she met Pieggy Prone' and le r
husband, Joe Allen.
STORIES OF His tirit.4
Maud and Joe Allen loved Oich other
11.
at firat Sight. Peggy Primes nljerted,
and finally oLtaiued a diva**. Allen
and his new love came to tlte United
States, intending to marry.
They obtained work with tt eeet'impaity
now playing in Brooklyn. Har-
vey announced her approactiing
stage to all her fiiends.
Mrs. Melrose came hem Biltimere te
gee her sitter married. ( et Friday
Allen entertained them with !stories of
his early life. He told 'the; be run
away from home in Chicago when a 'Lail
of 10 years, and had worked teli a I to:-
black, newsboy and other low$y oc spa-
nons until he finally 'became:a variety
actor. Moe Melrose asked tbout his
dead parents.
"Their name was not Allen,
know," he said. "it was Bryalh."
A few questions hurriedlyi put
answered diacovered to Mrs. itelroas .n
her intended brother-in-law. she bad
found her long lost brother. The invi-
tations to the wedding were( reealle-1,
and Dr. Houghton was notited els eer-
vices would not be raqiiired
mar-
you
arid
The Atlanta Corstitntiou &Sri I Fit An-
ginas Mortniug News are raimiug a big
row over the mention of trOperi.or At-
kinson, of Georgia, as the prib. able sue •
minor of Gen. John B. Gorflou In the
U cited State. Senate. It hail been de-
cided by the county eonveutotte of
Georgia that ex-Spes ke: planes F,
Crisp should succeed Gen. Oordos. and
now that the ex-Speaker at; dead. the
matter low again come te the front in
politics. Gov. Atkison is the ttiost prom-
inent man mentioned for the hider. het
he is being bitterly oppesed by teary of
the beet men in Georgie. bemuse of the
fact that the State wonld etiffer by los
leaviug the gubernatorial offite , to'
which he was-axeaelea-a-s1 just Wise
weeks ago. It is urged thin a specod
election for Governor would li Ise to he
held, and that the Repaelicaias and Pop-
ahem would be sure to ronetine and
elect Thomas E. Watson to the Govers
norship, whieh would be ti terrible ca-
lamity to the State. stud for %het reason
even Gov. A tkinann's friends ere plead-
ing with him not to become a candutate
for the Senate. aud asteuring him that he
ean go to the Senate the telt time the
office is to be filled. The leaders say
that the party is so badly *edit now bye
hard feelings engendered during the
recent election that it could not make a
successful fight against the combined
strength of the ilepublicans • arid Popu-
trete. It is believed -.hat iei. Atkisou
eau be induced to give up ths Leos of
going to the Senate. and remath in the
gubernatorial office until the es piration
of his term-at which time al: breaches,
in the party will have been closet
The New England preacher who prey.
ed the other day for an (especial bleseitta •
••to fall upon the Governo4 of Illinois
and make his heart as soft irs Lis head,"
evidently had a very soft head of his
own, otherwise he would' net hare
dragged polities into his pulpit. Drag-
ging politics into tbe pulpit time met
belp politics in the slightest diwrun,
while it certainly harm the pulpit.
Those Eastern preachers that 1311Et- dur.
tug thte campaign dedivereet free el ir
pulpits stump epeeches in favor of the
-tingle gold standard in orelite to piety..
their rich congregations, anti who have
spoken of a large part of tt voters of
the conntry as "anarchists, e 'Telandia•
tors," etc., eto., showed thaathey were
lacking in the greatest of st! Christian
virtues-charity, and by their coarse
they did considerable injuryik the cans.
of the Master whom they tforetend to
serve. People in foreign iands who "*"1
might read what theee peolife have said
about the free silver advolsites lesitig
anarchists and repudiators leould form
a horrible opinion of the:country, as t
preachers are supposed to always speak
the trath-espeeially when they are iii
th % pulpit. The preachenr also gave
theme 'yes a very black eye it the fume
when it is assertedthrt ni=iiii half of
time, WI it speaks very for them
the people in the country ate anarchists
and thieves, because one *tile at once4alter that either the prose ers had ser
DostE their duty or else t they were
not qtrAteriED to properly diecharge the
duty incumbeut upon men occupying
their position. The two nibn who have
offended the most ill that matter are
Thomas Dison, Jr., and Des PArkharst,
both of New York City, berth of whom
are very fond of notoriety., . There are
many other preachers in NA,' York and
other eities of the Kate who have made
themselves very commicions by preach-
ing political "sermons," 'but none of
them have equalled Dixon and Park-
hurst in their abuse, viliteation and
slander of the adiveates of flee silver.
'Ailinpartant fietemee
To make it apparent to thousands,
who think themselves ill, that they are
not afflicted with any dis, ims. hut that
the system simply needs cleansing, is to
bring comfort home to their hearts. as a
costive condition is easily mired by us-
ing Syrup of Frye Manefaetured by
the California Fig Syrup oeni pa.uy only,
wed sold by all druggiets.
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New Era Printing & u blish' g Co
MATER V1000. President.
OfFICE:-New Era Building. Seventh
111reet, near Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
01.00 A YEAR.
Aeceived at the postoffIce in Hopkinavi
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ADVERTISING RATES: -
on t h. .$Oue inch, one n i
One loch, first insertion
One inch, t h ree moot h.  1St.
)
One luck. +It utonth.
One Inch, one ear
Additional rates may be had by n Ippll5caull-)
)
thou at the office.
'Transient advertising must be paid for in
adVance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
*Alerted quarterly.
iLn advertisements Inserted without spec-
ified time will be charged for until ordered
out.
Announcements of Marriage., and Deatle,..
not exceeding nee lines, and notice
s of
pc's/witting published gratis. '
Obituary Notices, Resoltrnons of Respect,
and other similar notices. five cents per line.
•
- 
CLUBBING RATES:-
The WRZICLY Naw ERA and the following
paper one year:
Weekly i'llicincinnati Enntdrer.  $I IS
Weekly St. Louis Republic  I 75
be I-Weekly lilt)be- Democrat.  I 
75
ree ikly Nratille 8un. . I
Home and farm  
 75
1 2.5
COURT DIRECTORY.
CLEM? OMIT-First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
QuAirraitrr Coorr--Second Mondays
in Jannary, April. July and October.
FiscaL Couar-First Tuesdhy in April
and October.
CONTY COURT-First Monday in every
mouth.
Tuesday's wow was followed by a
very disagreeable rain Wednesday.
Eveu nature sheds tears at the mere
prospect of McKinley.
Tne returns in Christian county show
that the Republicans not only got out
their entire vote. but that many of them
voted two or three times.
It is high time that Chas. D. Jacob
was discovering that the people of
Lonisville_dtenot want him for Mayor
under any circumstances. They on
Tuesday served him with the second
notice to that effect.
The reports of the result in many
States have been slightly.contradictory
-due to the fact that the men who sent
them out did not really know anything
about the result of the balloting, but
simply wanted to satisfy the curiosity
of the public and also to make money
selling the dispatches.
If thz Lezasville.R;publicans had be-
lieved or even imagined that they could
defeat Mi Chas. D. Jacob for Mayor
they would never have given Geo. D.
Todd the nomination. They imagined
that they were offering him up as a
sacrifice, and for that reason many of
his enemies assisted iu securing the
nomination for him.
Now that the campaign has closed
the people of the entire country, regard-
less of political affiliation, hope that the
heretofore irrepressible Thomas E. Wat-
son will be allow to drop from public
view. He was nevem- worth the noise
that was made about him, and but for
the fact that he tamed traitor little
would have been said about him after
his nomination by the disgruntled mem-
bers of the Populist party.
The Republicans worked every sort
of a flimflam in this county, Tuesday
as is shown by the face of the returns.
Everybody knows that it is impossible
for the Republican party to have gotten
fairly such a majority as the returns
show. The Democratic vote didn't fall
off fifty, if it fell off at all-so where
did the extra 500 or 600 votes that the
Republicans got come from That there
were many irregularities, any intelli-
gent man can see at a glance, but ex-
actly where they were .will never be
known. The Democrats were, of course.
defeated in Christian county-they did
aot expect anything else, but they were
alit-Yearly defeated by the tremendous
majority that the returns show, nor
does any honest Republican pretend to
believe that they were.
Probably the swiftest vessel in the
world has recently been built in France.
This extraordinary craft is the seagoing
torpedo vessel constructed in Havre by
the well-known house of Augustin Nor-
mand, the contract requiring that it
should maintain a speed of twenty-nine
to thirty knots for an hour usual steam.
At its trial trip, it seems, this vessel,
the Forban, ran a distance of more than
thirty-one knots an hour, this being
equivalent to about thirty-five miles,
probably the'greateet distance ever cov-
ered by a seagoing ship in sixty minutes.
powerful engines being necessary, of
coarse to drive the vessel through the
- water at such a rapid rate. On this
score, therefore, the statement is not
surprising that, although the displace-
ment of the craft is only about 150 tons,
it carries envies of 3,250 horse-power.
The closing of the campaign is a ter-
rible thing for the newspaper editors, as
it leaves them without any interesting
euhret to write about. During the
campaign when a fellow had a certain
amount of space to fill it was just the
easiest sort of thing to sit down and
scratch off any number of linesabusing
Mark Hanna and the gold-bugs oeBryau
and the free silver men-according to
t ie politics of the paper. From now
until Congress meets, early in Decem-
ber, the editors will have to fill up their
columns by discussing the election that
is being held to-day-telling hew it was
done, how McKinley happened to lose
Illinois, Ohio, Indiana, Miehigan. Mitt•
nesota, Wisconsin, Iowa. in fact, the
whole basiness. The editors ean run
along on that until Congress comes to
their relief -To every cloud there is a
silver lining."
- -
The Turk's religion makes him the
tyrant that he bi, and there is nothing
surprising about it when one remembers
that the Mohammedan religion Was
first established in blood, was propaga-
ted with the sword and has iu all ages
been maintained by the same power.
The Tart sees no harm in murdering
the "infidel chrietian," in fact, he is
taught that new and bright stars are
added to his crown for each one of them
that he murders. All political power
must be taken from the Turks and they
must be scattered over the earth in such
small numbers that they will not be
strong enough in any one place to at-
tempt to force their infamous "'religion"
upon the people that may be near them
or dwelling in their midst, and it is to
be hoped that the civilized nations of
the earth will moon take some steps with
that end in view.
There is more Outwit in this section
of the country than all other diseases
put together, and until the last few
years was supposed to be incurable.
For a great many years doctors pro-
nounced it a local disease, and prescrib-
ed local remedies, and by constantly
failing to cure with local treatment,
pronounced it incurable Science has
proven catarrh to be a constitutional
disease, and therefore requires constitu-
tional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure,
mantifactared by F. J. Cheney & Co.,
Toledo, Ohio, is the only constitutional
care on the market. It is takea inter-
nally in dimes from 10 drops to a tea-
spoonful. It acts directly ou the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
They offer one hundred dollars for any
.theee it fails to cure. Send for eireulars
and testimonials. Address,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
Sold by druggists. 75c.
Plually Fills &re the best,
Did Southall get a single vote besides
his own?
Cotton seems inclined to go on a little
spurt of its own.
The man who -told you so" has just
geared his voice up to 70.
If t:en. Weyler really wants to fight,
let hint tackle Uncle Saul.
The man with a past finds the politi
cal field a poor place to enjoy life.
The chrysanthemum is holding its
own against all favorites for the title of
national flow cr.
A man can never accumulate much
wealth by simply reading treaties on the
financial question.
Maybe Uncle. Sam's groat teasel, the
Bancroft. is stuck on a sandbar 'some-
where in the Mediterranean.
- 
 
--
The hens have formed a trust to put
up tee price of eggs. At least laying is
not much in their line just max.
If Mr. Bryan is really defeated he can
comfort himself by remembering that
even Mr. Setuthall failed to be elected.
New York is making elaborate prepa-
rations far her annual horse show. As
usual, the thoroughbreds will occupy
the boxes.
If he had it all to go over again it is
doubtful whether Tom Watson would
insist on staying in the middle of the
road gaits so long.
Texas will hold a State Irrigation
Convention on Nov. 12th. During the
meeting the irrigating will be done with
the same old red stuff.
The Goddess of Truth never had any-
thing to do with election returns, for
she would have surely lost her reputa-
tion for veracity if she had.'
A New York fashion paper says that
"bustles will be universally worn next
year." This probably coulee from news-
papers backing the bloomers.
In the campaign just ended -Old
Glory" has been glorified asit never was
before. Both parties worked the flag
business for all it was worth.
Felt hats are all the style, but the hat
that is felt the most is the big balloon-
like arrangement that some women still
insist on wearing to the theater.
Close observers of the Cuban war may
have noticed that all of the.Spanish vic-
tories are won in Havana and most a
the Cuban victories in Key West.
Grover Cleveland, the alleged Demo-
crat, is said to smile from ear to ear
everytinie anybody mentions that Mc-
Kinley is elected. He is said to be hap-
pier even than McKinley himself.
The Chinese may be childlike and
bland, but they are not all foolish. A
suit on a note in the East develops the
fact that the Long Tee Long Tong So-
ciety asked 1e0 per cent interest on a
loan.
Torn Wa-ofon is already saying "I told
you so-you ought to have had me on
the ticket and then you would have
swept the country,"-and when he says
that he really believes it, but nobody
else does.
Somehow or other the 15000 majority
that the Republicans had for weeks
been claiming they would get in North
Carolina failed to materialize on Tues-
day, and it was the same way in several
other States, for instance, in Louisiana,
where they were to get 10,000 majority.
Now that the election is over Mark
Hanna, Russell Sage and other Repub-
lican leaders will lay aside their great
love for the workingman-they'll let it
rest for four years, at the end of which
time it will be again manifested in all
of its intensity.
The election returns from all over the
country show how thin the Boltocratic
scheme ww,show that the leaders of that
movement were simply and solely work-
ing in the intermit of theRepublican party
and were trying to deceive the people by
pretending that the Indianapolis ticket
was put out in good faith. Very few
people, however, were deceived.
Mr. Schweinfurth,the self-styled Mes-
siah, who had his "heaven" near Rock.
ford, Ill., has at last gotten married
and announces that he has gone
oat of the Messiah business for good. No
man who has played a star engagement
in putting up stoves and putting down
carpets for a week not in a position
to preside over a terrestrial "heaven"
anyway.
_
If the Kentucky Legislature tarns out
to be Republican on joint ballot, as is
claimed, what it will do to Senator
Blackburn will be a most, elegant suffi-
ciency. Carlisle or some other good Re-
publican will get Joe's job. Gov. Brad-
ley wants it himself, but he'll never get
it unless he first has W. Godfrey Hun-
ter, the gam-shoe statesman from Cum-
berland, killed and burned way down
in the ground.
At present. accorning to Chief Con-
structor Hichborn's annual report, there
are one hundred and ten vessels in the
navy, of-evhich thirty are armored, in-
cluding eight battle ships, two cruisers,
one ram, six double-turreted monitors,
all of which are in active service, pre-
pared for offensive or defensive opera-
tions, and thirteen single-turret moni-
tors, which might be utilized in the
harbors in which they now lie. Three
other armored battle ships are now an-
der construction. There are twenty-
five new steel crtuders also in commis-
sion, in addition to the three special
class .vessels of the new navy-the Ban-
croft. Dolphin and Vesuvius. These
are unartnored, as are the sixteen iron
and wooden ertneers and eix wooden
eeiling vessel., still carried on the list-'
Three torpedo boats are in use and fif-
teen under contract. The other vessels
building are six gunboats, one submar-
ine boat and fifteen torpedo boats. The
only new vessels which eeongress is ask-
ed to authorize are two composite sail-
ing vessels of 1,100 tone, costing $500,-
as practice cruisers for the Naval
Academy. The recommendation for
the construction of these vessels is not
intended to conflict with the recommen-
dation for three additional battle ships
which Secretary Herbert ie expected to
make in his annual repart. Daring the
fiscal year nine vessels-the Indiana,
Massachusetts, Oregon, . Maine, Texas,
Terror, Monadnock, Katandin and
Ericsson-were added to the effective
force of the navy, and during the cur-
rent year the Brooklyn, lowa,Nrodiville,
Wilmington, Helena, Puritan, six gun-
boats, seven torpedo wins anti one tug
are to be added.
A foul breath in one of the greatest
afflictions that a man or woman can
have. An affliction not only to them-
selves, but to those with whom they
come in contact. A foul breath is a
great discourager of affection. It would
probably be more so if people only real-
ized just what bad breath means. Bad
breath is one of the symptom of consti-
pation. Some of the other sy aptoms
are sour stomach, loss of appetite, sick i
and bilious headache, dizziness, heart-
burn and distress after eating. These '
things mean indigestion. They lead to
dyspepsia and worse things. They all
start with constipation, and constipa-
tion is inexcusable because it can be
cured-cured family, quickly and per-
manently, by the use of Dr. Pierce's
Pleasant Pellets. They give to nature
just the little help that she needs. There.
is no case of bilioustietie, constipation,
indigestion, "heartburn," or any of the
met of the night-mare breeding brood,
that theme little "Pelletiti" will not cure.
Send si meets in one-eent stamp.' to
World's Dispensary Medical Ameocia-
tint], finftalo, N. Ye, snit receive D
Pieree'e 10054 page "'Common Sense
Medical Adviser," illtielrebed• •
Fashion advices from New York an- STILL ROOM FOR HOPE
nounce that Opera costumes this year
are much shorter than usual. It 'is to
be inticerely hoped that this does not re- ,
fer to the ballet.
A call is made on the Treasury for a
million and a half additional for "ualal
supplies." The navy must have every
dollar needed to keep it efficient. But
how much of this increase is to be used
in buying powder to fire on Cuban yes- RIOT AT WINCHESTER.
eels engaged in trading with American
manufacturers? When Americans tax
themselves to support a navy they ex•
poet it to be used in upholding freedom, Latest Reports
not in reinforteug its enemies. The un-
holy alliance with Spain ought to be
broken. Not another ounce of Ameri-
can powder ought to be burned in sup-
port of Spanish despotism.
Kentucky is so Close That
Both Sides Claim it.
The adage that "threatened men live
long".applies to threatened potentates
as well. and the Sultan of Turkey is*
probably as secure of his throne as any
other sovereign in Europe. Tee expect
his deposition at the hands of the Euro-
pean powers would be as idle as to ex-
pect reforms at his hands. Nothing
would be gained by exchanging one Sul-
tan for another. The evil coudition of
Turkey is not exclusively nor even
chiefly due to its ruler, but to the sys-
tem of which he is part. It is not the
Sultan of Turkey but theGovernment of
Turkey that dust go. Islatu must be
entirely deprived of political power, as
nothing short of that will do any good.
Humanity demands that an end be
quickly made to the Turk's power.
The official figures of the Produce Ex-
change in New York city show that
during the first twenty-four days of
October there was a gain of 10,600,000
bushels in the export of corn from At-
lantic and Gulf ports. The gain repre-
sents an increase of 100 per cent. over
the corn exports for the corresponding
period last year. There is an increaseof
e,250,000 bushels in the wheat exports
for the same period. This also is 100
per cent gain, and better, over last
year. Our exports of cotton since Sept.
1 have not quite but they have almost
doubled thaw of the same period last
year. This shows that we shall have a
steadily increasing stream of cash flow-
ing this way for niouths to come. If any
one asks what is the matter with the in-
ternational business of the United States
tell him it is all right.
ABOUT NEW YORK.
New York, Nov. 4.-2:35 p. me---It is
reported at Republican headqiuuters
that the Democratic managers concede
McKinley 291 votes in the electorial
college, but local Democratic leaders do
not believe that there is any truth what
ever in the report, and still believe that
there is a chance for Mr. Bryan.
ALTGELD LOSES OUT.
Chicago, Nov. 4.-The Republicans
are claiming that Tanner has defeated
Altgeld by a large majority, but like all
of the Republican claims, this is regard-
ed as incorrect. If claiming amounted
to anything the Republicans would have
the earth with a fence around it before
to-night.
IOWA.
Des Moines, Nov. 4.-Fifty precincts
in Iowa give net gain over 1895 of 2,070
for Republicans. At this rate net gain
in the' State st111-be- 84,000, giving Mc-
Kinley 111,000 majority. It is thought
ceuntry precincts will reduce this to
about 1C0,000.
EXTRA SESSION.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 5.-There is lit-
tle doubt but that Gov. Bradley will
call en extra session within the next ten
days, and a successor to Blackburn will
be elected.
- --
SLEW HIS FATHER-IN-LAW.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Platte City, Mo., Nov. 5.-Thomas
Odell shot and killed Jas. Bryan here
last night. Odell was Bryan's father-
in-law. They had had trouble over
family matters.
A CONSTABLE KILLED
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Joliet, Ill., Nov. 5.-Frank Delong, a
Constable, was shot and instantly killed
this morning by- a young man named
Lyman Hall. The Constable was serv-
ing a warrant upon Hall for disorderly
conduct. Hall met belong at the door,
shooting him through the head and the
heart.
DEAD BABIES.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Carthage, Ill., Nov. 5-The babies of
two newly-born infants have been found
in a shallow grave at Moss Ridge Ceme-
tery. Murder. is suspected.
A KENTUCKY CUTTING.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Lawrenceburg, Noy. 5.-At Brown's
Store, this county, Charlett and Squire
Catlett were terribly cut by John T.
Biers, a neighbor, in a fight over the
election. Tire former was gashed in
the neck and back and the latter has
several deep cuts on the shoulder.
ARRESTED FOR MURDER.
[sPECiAl. TO NEW ERA]
Benton, Ky., Nov. 5.-Noah Franklin
was yesterday arrested at Briensburg
for the murder of Miss Daisy Sullivan
Tuesday night at her home. The war-
rant was issued at the instance of J. M.
Sullivan, father of ;the murdered girl,
and he (Franklin) was placed in jail at
4 o'clock yesterday afternoon. The ex-
enduing trial is set for Friday morning
at 8 o'clock. Excitement is -at fever
heat and a large crowd is expected at
the trial.
Gladness Comes
With a better understanding of the
e transient natuie of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before proper ef-
forts-gentle efforts-pleasau t efforts-
rightly directed. There is comfort in
the knowledge, that Sc' many forms or
sickness are not due to any actual dis-
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs, prompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with mill lone of families, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its benedcial
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy which promotes internal
cleanliness without _debilitating the
organs on which it Sets. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you pur-
chase, that you have the genuine arti-
cle, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoyment of grod health.
and the systein is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted with any actiial disease, one
may be earnmended to the most skill:ul
physicians. but if in need of a laxative,
one should have the best, and with the
well-informed everywhere, Syrup of
Jig's stands highest and in moat largely
timid and 'Weems:at general estiehietAaa.
Sent Out From the
News Centers of the Country.
Various
The telegrams contained in these
oltimns are the only authentic ones re-
ceived in this city to-day.
Louisville, Nov. 4.-All except three
mountain counties have reriorted-por-
tiont of teeny of them being estimated
-and it is shown that McKinley has
carried Kentucky by a plurality of five
thousand and one hundred.
Walter Evans, the Republican candi-
date for Congress in this, the Fifth, di -
trict of Kentucky, is elected by a little
over ten thousand, according
to the latest calculatious made
in the race. McKinley's majority in the
city of Louisville is about the same, but
the Louisville majority added to the
other majorities forMcKinley is reduced
to 5100 by the large majorities for Bryan
in the First, Second and Fourth con-
gressional districts.
In the Eighth Congressional the re-
turns from all the counties are almost
complete, and they show that Davison,
the Republican nominee, is elected by a
majority of close on to two thousand.
While some of this district is estimated,
yet the total will not be far from the
amount here given.
In the Seventh district the reports So
far in show that Evan Settle has de-
feated Willie Breckinridge, the gold-
bug Democrat-Republican candidate,
by a majority in the neighborhood of
fifteen huudied. Willie's friends, how-
ever, still pretend to believe that he
has been elected, and claim
that he could not have been defeated
except by fraud-showing that if the
House happens to be Republican he will
try to get Settle out by a contest. Yes-
terday evening Settle's friends were
very blue,as the results came in slowly,
showing the contest to be too doge to be
comfortable.
The closest contest in the entire State
of Kentucky is in the Third Congres-
sional district, where the gallant Johu
Rhea and the gum-shoe politician,
Dr. W. Godfrey Hunter, have been
fighting each other so bitterly, and
where the Democrats had felt con-
fident of receiving a big majority.
The vote between them is so close that it
will take the official count of the ballot'.
to settle it, and no matter which way it
may be settled it will result in a
contest when the House of
Representatives meets. Rhea claims
that he has carried the aistrict by a
majority of three hundred, while Dr.
Hunter claims to have carried it by a
'majority of ninety-six When Dr. Hun-
ter places his own majority as low as
ninety-six, it is pretty safe to say that
he has really not carried it at all.
Mr. Sommers, the Chairman of the
Democratic Campaign Committee of
Kentucky, is said to have conceded
Kentucky to McKinley, but he does not
believe the majority to be as large as is
else:tied by the Republican managers.
The Fourth Congressional district of
Kentucky is safe, though it does not
give as handsome a majority as does
the First or Second districts. Mr.
Smith's majority is in the neighbor-
hood of 2,500. It may be more but it is
not likely to be less than that.
LATER NEWS.
Louisville, Nov. 4.-2 :28.-Both sides
continue to claim Kentucky. Since the
last report sent out the vote of a num-
ber of counties that bad been estimated
and given to McKinley have been re-
ceived at Democratic headquarters and
instead of being for McKinley they all
give majorities for Mr. Bryan and en-
tirely wipe out the majority ofMcKinley
and leave a small majority to the credit
of that champion of the people, Wm.
Jennings Bryan,TheDemocratic leaders
do not doubt that in the end Kentucky
will be found in the Bryan column.
KENTUCKY'S LEGISLATURE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Nov. 4.-1 :15 p. m.-The
Republicans claims to have a majority
of one or more in the Kentucky Legis-
lature, which. will enable them to elect
John G. Carlisle or some other good
Republican to the United States Senate
when the Legislature meets in the ex-
tra session that Gov. Bradley has post-
poned until after the election in hopes
of this result.
GOLD•BUG'S REPORT.
[ en:0AL TO NEW ERA]
Loniaville, Nov. 4.-Mr. Geo. M.
Davie, the Boltocrat.c chairman of this
State, says that McKinley has certainly
carried Kentucky by 2,000 majority.
• A RIOT.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Winchester, Nov. 4.-2 :28.-There is
a riot now going on in the; cay-the
whites mad blacks being arrayed
against each other. Two persons have
already been killed. As the excitement
is now so intense it is impossible to give
the detailv of the affair. There ia no
telling how the triable may end.
SOME ESTTICIATES.
[SPECIAI. TO NEW ERA]
Chicago, Nov.4.-3:10 p. m.-Tho As-
sociated Press says that the electoral
college will stand as follows: McKin-
ley, 258; Bryan, 103; doubtful, 26. The
United Press says that Washington with
four voted and Wyoming with three
votes should be taken from the doubt-
ful column and added to Bryan, making
170 votes for him.
ABOUT ILLINOIS.
[SPSCIAL TO NEW ERA]
Chicago, Nov. 4.-2:15 p.m -Illinois,
according to latest calculations, gives
McKinley fourteen thousand majority
-with four country and three city pre-
cincts missing. Bryan men have not
given up the State by a big jump.
Chairman Jones Is still exceedingly
hopeful of getting Kentucky in the
cud, amid firmly believes that he will.
TEXAS.
IRPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Sao A Auto, Nov. 8.-Bryan's major-
ity in Texaa will be 75(5)0; Democratic
sow, ticket will run 00,000 buhiad &pm
(Wei;
SEVERAL CO TESTS.
Breckinridge Will Contest
Settle's Election,
BRYAN IS
OEN. bOtAS
GIVA AWAY.
Inetruetions for Making Art and Fancy
Work.
Mee. Fellu Dieeeett, of Lawton, re-
cently vi rat en a boa, ' Fancy Werk
Illiti Alt lits'orIllit that gives prac-
tical instructions for making doilies,
table covers, scarfs. trey cloths, pin
CHEERFUL.' tioaa. This book, togettar with "Sure 1
' cushions, etc., etc., with fifty illustra-
easeful Home Dyeing," will be sent free
to any reader
Chairman Jones Is Satisfied that Mr.
Has Been Fairly Elected.
t' .1•Pu8 No. MI.
, This ent tiles tiny read-
! er of the New I. re to
Bryan , one cop., of -Fancy
t Work cudl Art Decors-
t it ins," and -Succestiful
Home Dyeing."
. 
[SPECIAL TO NSW ERA]
Lexington, Ky., Nov. 5.-Col. W. C.
P. Breckinridge will contest the election
of Evan Settle as Congressnien for the
Seventh district on the ground that
several election officers in Owen coulay
had money bet on the election, and that,
therefore, the vote of Owen county-
accoraing to the Election Law-le invite
id,arid must be thrown out, which would
entirely change the result and elect him
insteau of Mr. Settle, The contest will
he made before the election board, and
le he fails there, Col. Breckinridge will
take it into the courts, and finally be-
fore the Federal House of Representa-
tives if the courts do not decide in his
favor. He says that as the law is very
plain, all he will have to do will be to
prove the fact that officers of election
did have bets, which he says he can
easily do.
MR. BRYAN IS CHEERFUL.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA I
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 15.-Mr. Bryan
does not concede his defeat, nor does he.
claim his election. "We are making no
claims," he said, "but are awaiting re-
turns with deep interest."
Mr. Bryan arose early yesterday
morning after enjoying a good night's
sleep, and at 9 o'clock began receiving
callers. He was cheerful and bouyant
and showed that he was not in the
slightest disturbed by the fact that tae
election of his opponent seemed to be
sure.
Last night Mr. Bryan gave out the
following to the press:
"The Democratic National Committee
c.aitns enough States to give a majority
in the electoral college, but the vote is
very close in several of the States and
the reeult can not be positively known
until the entire vote is counted. In all
close contests it is wise for both sides to
watch the returns to guard against the
possibility of mistake, iuteutioual or
unintentional."
Mr. Bryan, when pressed for sonic.
thing more for the press, declined. In
conversation with friends he freely dis-
cussed the probabilities, referring to the
closeness of the vote in several of the
States and comparing notes with them
on the chances of Kentucky, Indiana,
West Virginia and other States of ap-
parently narrow margins. He read
bulletins with interest, but in reply to
questions said he was not allowing the
uncertainty to case the lea- t degree of
Worry.
EXCEEDINGLY UNFAIR.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Chicago, Nov. 5.-Senator Jones,
Chairman of the Democratic National
Committee, says that the reports sent
out over the country are "ALL PARTI-
SAN AND GROSSLY UNFAIR TO
US." The Senator says that he has re-
eeived nothing unfavorable from any of
the States claimed b the Republicans,
but, on the contrary, all the reports
from the Democratic chairmen in Indi-
ana, Kentucky, Minn aota. Oregan and
California have been favorable, and
that all his reports from Michigan show
immense gains. The Senator is of the
opinion that the Republicans are pre-
paring to perpetrate gross frauds if
they can possibly do so.
Senator Jones says that he concedes
nothing, that he is perfectly satisfied
that Mr. Bryan has been fairly and
squarely elected. He thinks the Re-
publicans are sending out dispatches
claiming everything so as to prepare
the people for the result of the frauds
they hope to be able to perpetrate.
-- -
HUNTER WILL CONTEST.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Bowling Green, Nov. 5. -Dr. W.
Goodfrey Hunter 'sill contest the elec-
tion of John Rhea in the Third Con-
gressional district.
FOUND DEAD.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Richmond, Ky., Nov. 5 -Leland
Howard, well-known at this place, was
found dead here this morning. The
surrounding circumstances point to foul
Pt ye
w ii o forwent,-
t h e attae•hed
coupon and a 2-
cent stamp to
Wells, Richard-
eon & Co., Burlington, Vt.
The above liberal offer is made to ad-
vertise the reliable Diamond Dyes, and
Is, get their book upon home dyeiug into
the hands o' women who want to dress
well by making their old clothing look
like new.
The fart that Diamond Dyes have
been the standard home dye.' for nearly
twenty years, and that their sale in-
creases from year to year, is proof posi-
tive 'that they have neve had an equal.
RETRIBUTIVE JUSTICE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Middleton, N. Y., Nov. 5.-Chas for.
ton, a wealth and aged resident of this
city„ went to the polls and voted for
McKinley on Tuesday. He fell dead on
his returning home. He was the father
of U. B. Horton, of Brooklyn, of the
United States Leather Company.
Minneapolis, Nov. 5.-S. B. Clyde,
proprietor of a small hotel on Sixth
avenue-South, was so determined to vote
foi McKinley that he arose from & sick
bed to go to the polls. He had just been
handed a ballot for marking, when sud-
denly he toppled over dead. His heart
had stopped beating.
REPUBLICAN CLAIMS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Nov. 5 -1 :50.-The Re-
publican managers claim to have re-
turns from al but one county and two
precincts in Kentucky and according to
them McKinley has a majority of 800
The Democratic managers, however.
claim that they have reports from every
precinct in the State and that Bryan
carries the Sate and has votes to spare.
The Palmer and Bnekuer vote in Ken-
tucky amounted to only 3,891.
BRADLEY WILL RUN.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Frankfort, Ky., Nov 5.-Believing
that the Kentucky Legislature will be
Republican on joint ballott, Gov. Brad-
ley will, so his friends say, become a
candidate to succeed Joe Blackburn ie
the United States Senate. The Gov
will soon call an extra session of the.
Legielature.
NOT YET FOUND.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Owensboro, Ky., Nov. 5.-The officers
have not yet found the negro who mar
dered Policemen White in this city on
the night after the election, but are still
searching for him.
AT HOME.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Owensboro, Ky., Nov. 5.-Ab Powers
has at last been brought back home, and
is now at his father's house. He is in a
•
deplorable condition, mentally.
STILL CLAIMING.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New York, Nov. 5.-At Republican
headquarters they are still claiming In-
dian, Iowa, Illinois, Michigan and Cali-
fornians certain for McKinley. At
Democratic headquarters, however,
nothing is being conceded, and it is sate
that the claiming of these States by the
Republicans is simply pert of an or-
ganized scheme to steal them, as was
done in the case of three States in 1876,
and as was attempted in 1884 in regard
to New York's votes.
WILL CONTEST.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Newport, Ky., Nov. 5.-It is said that
Ernst will contest the election of Ben-y
in the Sixth district.
NEW YORK PRODUCE.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
New York, Nov. 5 -Flour quiet, un-
changed. Wheat-No. 2 red advanced
1 14c on decidedly higher cables, bullish
wheat and local covering, fell one cent
on foreigh sellieg; rallied eeerlec with
the West, firm, active; December 82 7-b
€03 7-Sc; Januazy, 85111(&85eic; March
87ee ; May, 85 7'8@ 86 7-8c. Corn-No.
3 quiet, firmer, 41(e3214c, December,
321-e(e32tec; May, 35 5-8. Oats, dull.
steady; Western 22(432c; Dm-ember
24c, nominal. Beef, dull, steady, no
changed. Pork steady; new mess, Vs ro
(119.00. Lard qniet; steam rendered
$4.70. Butter, quiet; Western dairy, e
us 12, : do creamery, 12121,120c ; do fac-
tory, 7iie II 14c; EIghts, 1912(420c ; imita-
tion creamery, 1012004c. Cheese, firm:
part skims, 3,e(e63-ec; full skims, 2'5(a
3
FREE
BUTTONS! 
AN ELEGANT BUTTON FREE
with each package of
'TR A to4.
•••
er
e 
SWEET CAPORAL
CIGARETTES
AN OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE
A COLLECTION OF BUTTONS
WITHOUT C-
-
•
AK I r1 6
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
A cream of tartar baking powder.
High•-st of all in, leavening streng•h.-
(meet Uuiteil States Government Food
Ri pori
RoyAi, riA NINO POWDER CO , NewYork
_
STILL IN DOUBT.
[senor de '10 NEW ERA]
Chicago, Nov. 5.--,0 :15 a. in.-The
Republicans now claim Indiana, West
Virginia, South Dakota, Michigan, Cal-
ifornia, Wyornitig and ()regale They
also claim that they have carried Ken-
tucky by ',Lout tune thousand on the
face of returns, but acknowl-
that the official count will be necessary
to determine the result.
It should be remembered that the As-
sociated Pm-ass, the United Press mind the
Western Union Telegraph Company,
from which all the dispatches come,
are all strong Republican concerns and
at former elections have been known to
color the news sent out in order to pre
pare the eenutrir for any frauds tl at
might be perpe traced by the Republi-
can menagerie It 's-ill be remembered
that in 1884. when Mr. Cleveland hen
defeated Mr. Blaine, the Republicae-
began preparations to steal the
Prettideney, as they nid in 1876,
and Were seneing out dispatches claim-
ing New York,"just as they are donii
in regard to a, number of States non
the people of New York became. no
dignant at the aid the Western Unite
Telegraph Company was rendering ii
the matter them Mr. Jay Gould, wit.
WWI the President and principal store
holder of that company, having a guilte
conscience, became frightened ant feel
tug that the people ought to and fearing
that they would mob him, had himeell
locked up all of one night and part of
tho following day in the "Toombs"-
the New York City jail-and finally
sent word to Republican leaders that
they would have to give up the scheme-
-that ne would aid them no long 1'. so
norrecieseturns were then sent out. TI e
sam‘thing. it seems, is being done now.
Washington, Nov. 4.-specials to the
Post from Virginia say it is estimates.)
that Bryan's majority in the State Can-
not fall under 20,000. The Democrats
will probably have eight out of ten Con•
gresstneu. Culpepper county, in which
Mr. Bryan's fettle:ewes born, and where
the Democratic candidate often visited,
was carried by the Democrats by 4(0
majority, a big gain.
COVERED
WITH
HUMOR
WI:e.n I was thirteen years old I began to have
lot, "yea sod ears, \El from mv ea,. a humor
'Tread. I doctored with five differvot
do.-torr, but they did IM. no Wl04. My disease
e Ecseaut Hy that •Ime it lute gout. snit over
my heed. hoi. sad boty. N'ot,ody thought I
•uld hat, aod would 1."1 have toit for el•liCtRA
11.66ZUM•• ossi four hones of Crrirt RA,
five rakes of CICTI.TRA --dam and three bottles
of et:Tiors• It ...it VEST, M y bur a.luame out
at that time, but now iii. an think I can hardly
C01110 It I Sin tt-igki lay
pounds, and us peifoctlr SelL
WCII• 16‘,A• 0. applkotoons of k CTICI • tent.
meat, sod rmidoloses Of Cl TICUl4 Z650 
ratof T 22222 Z•T - Worm bells with CO-
M. MILAN UKANDILL, Clayton, N.riewm. T.
a humor c.o.**
gold thnothool 11w wayS, P.4444. Crrir-sa. Ma;
Ht.sco,ssi. anti St Porte. Dee
A.,. Cage C..tgs . Mole 51 Wet.%
elr'' LW, to Cs,. Lrery Humor: Naiad boa.
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Wheresoever
feel soreness or pain put
itornisox's BIZLL1D0811• PeArrsa.
From bruises or sprains to rheu-
matism-it covers every case. It
• 
.s like the touch of a soft, warm
•
• and on an aching forehead. In-
.r flammation subsides beneath it. 110
•
los No other so sure and quick. Look pi
fur the Eat Crosson the face cloth.
JOHNSON it JOHNSON,
• Illanofscturiug Chemises, New Tack. rt.12-16.6 GNU Seer .71•11•1111.14•1" •1/
 WIMP
New Goods. Nov Goods
Has Them hi Endless Varieties.
Just in From the Eastern Markets.
Come and compare Qualities. Styles AND PRICES arc be convinced teat it is to your Interest
to buy where you can obtain strictly re atilt maw-chances' at lowest possible prices.
D Always SOMETHING NEW inern%Fess *..... c) 0 ciS. td1.11, anBdlaeNt Black-andd  and)m:A7J
Wool Novelty Rough Suiting, Fancy and Staple Drees Goods in black and color-
ed. The newest thing in the market in Dress Trimmings
CAPES and JACKETS. elle stock of Cape. and Jackets is LARGEAND WELL ASSORTED and
Prices io Suit All.
Underwear, Hosiery. I have a MAGNIFICENT STOCK of Men's,Laces' and Children's Underwear and Hosiery
to select, from, and you will also find my line of Blankets, Carpets, Rugs, Mat-
ting, Oil Cloth and Linoleum and every other line of goods in my store- well as-
sorted and up-to-date. Be sure you see my goods and get prices before buying.
All my Men's, Ladies' and Children's SHOES WILL BE CLOSED OUT AT
WHOLESALE COST.
rr M. JONES%
A SIGN  OF  SUCCESS....
The Largest Store
In This Part Of Kentucky.
Twenty Stores
Under One Roof.
Twenty Departments.
A City Within Itself.
THE BIG STORE.
THE R A 1KET,
J. H. KUGLER, Propr ietc
4%1' ,I Pri•tla";t-on- fluent to All.
Mu.1es14'ue-rt from Our tiateony
%N.) • ;tint- :.iy Night
YOH Are Invited to Come
; d Br lg Your Fri,nds to ee PI- BIG S' ONE..
IA • 110111 t f I,;:r ti ti OE PEPARTIF
11 H ' FL h t ip
SPECLA.L BARGAINS IN STOVES:
4.g s yt, $t 9s ,
OPE - EVEINGS.
Women's Fyrs
are the severest judges a tailor has.
They'll Ind a slight tf it's bidden be-
tween the lining and the clotli. In this
establishment we ri0 more tush to.try to
p rfectly please our patronne-we go GO
far as to try to please our patron's fem-
inine relatives. That is what britice us
numerous orders-that is wby we are
always bsiy-that is why we lean make
stylish, fieely fitting. elegabt rut lee
for Vb. Let us talk to you about that
new suit.
CLA R h , "The Tailor."
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and Chilaren's *:.hoes
Vver brought Hopkinsville We In-
vite ‘neir imi 0-etion and oiici our
trade.
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LOCAL SITUATION.
County Gives a Big Repub-
lican Majority.
THE DISTRICT
It teens that Same Republican
Get In their Work.
Had a right.
Jordon Ellis and Shelby Wane!Id
-scrapped" last night in trout of the
Planterse bank Both are colored. Shel-
by amused Ellis of not voting the Repub-
lican ticket. Eli kale(' Shelby's pants
mitel he yelled "enough."
Hopkinavelle Han Robbed.
A dispatch from Nashville to the
Courier Journal says: ••Loin Foster,
SAFE. colored, was to-day sentenced to one
.
1 year in the penitentiary for robbing J.
A. McKee!, of Hopi:elevate, Ky.,of $270
Saturday night.
Relegation
Even nature weeps
Christian county hes been carried by
the enemy by an unlooked for majori-
q•
is doubtful that the nmeonty shocld
be anything like as large as the figures
show.
That there is something rotten in
Denmark hi almost certain.
The returns unmuttekably prove that
the Republicans did not stop at voting
early-some of them voted often.
It will be impossible to give exact re-
turns uutil the official count of the vote
is made. This will take place to-day.
The officer* of elections were, provid-
ed with ghetto alrOilar to the pays in
the election books. It was supposed
that after the first count was made these
sheeta would be tilled and given out for
publication, but a misunderstending of
the purpose of these sheets caused them
to be sealed with the election books.
From reports made by election officers
information is obtained that in Chris-
tian county Clarity ran &heel of tbe
ticket a few votes andWhite a few votes
behind.
The corrected table of majorities, as far
as known, are as follows:
PRECINCTS.
Hopkiturville No. 1
Hopkinaville No.
Hepkinsville No 8
Hopkinaville No. 4
Concord.
Palmyra..
Loegv sew
kS.v .y
Cooky
Gaetano tele
South Ik.tubroke
Brenea
News'. no .
N'•0' 1"-nir.ioke
Eeiweits Mo.;
.1.% .,•
La. ey stte .
Ben Iletistow n
Howell
W it Crofton
East School-House
Bat ubridge
Lautripee
East Crofton
Bluff Spring.
Dogwood Chapel
Baker's Mill
3A7 172
3te
1171 197
1741 312
tee VI
341871 11789
We $7
13n 71
182 )42
194 102
137 67
2%3 9$
166 I•16
lle
II46 
tO4 19.1
174 142
172 86
170' 92
Estimated majerities for McKinley
are Lafayette, 45; Bennettatown, 34
East School House, 70; Bainbridge, 16;
Lantrip, 100. Bluff Spring* gives Bryan
a majority of 98.
A telephone mettaage front Baker's
Mill states that the vote at that place
was 194 majority for Bryan.
If them returns may be taken SA
thoroughly reliable, McKinley gets a
majority In the county of 1,346.
A telegraph message from Trigg coun•
ty gives the vote of that county as fol.
lows:
Bryan  1,629
McKinley   1,286
Palmer. ...-...-.-  99
Wheeler...,.....  1,201
Thomas •  . 1,28f
Keys 
• 
 
 99
The Second district is safely for bryan
and Clardy by upwards of 5,000 majori-
ty. Palmer and Buckner and Hon.
John W. Locket cut about as much fig
nre in the race as a yellow dog against
a lightning express. Not for a single
minute in a single precinct were they
in it. They made a most ridiculous
spectacle and to.clay they are probe.
Isly wondering what the duet* kiiipted
them to pot thenmelves before an intel-
ligent body of voters.
Southall, the alleged populist candi-
date, was even less in the nee than
Palmier, Buckner and Locket. In many
precincts he failed to get a vote and
brought up the rear all around in iguo-
mine= style.
The Second district, according to late
advices has gone Democratic by over
6,000 majority. Dr. Clardy is in the
city and has been kept busy receiving
congratulatbsom
There is warmly any doubt that Maj.
Crumbaugb is elected State Senator and
J. W. Morgan Represeutative, though
net by large majorities.
Judge White, of course, defeated
Judge Landes by very flattering msjor-
ity.
"Flung" a Bock.
Yesterday a couple of email color-
ed boys had a fight at the corner of Main
and Tenth streets. A rock which one
of them threw broke a plate glass in the
side window of Anderson's store.
Will Not Sleet Saturday
The Ladies' NIL sionary Society of the
Ninth Street Presbyterian Church,vrhich
was to have met Saturday at the resi-
dence of Mr Edgar McPherson, has
been postponed on account of sickness.
Dig down to the cause of your sick-
n , if you want to get well and stay
well. Most likely it's indigestion. The
irritating poisons of fermenting, putrid
food, left in the stomach by indigestion,
cause headache, neuralgia, ner-.ousness
dizziness, stomachache, 'nausea, irrita-
bility, and all the other well-known
symptoms of indigestion.
They also cause many pains and dis-
orders which are often laid to other
causes and hence are not easily cared.
But as soon as the poisons are removed,
all these symptoms and disorders disap-
pear, because there is nothing left to
rouse them. Nothing axe-reeds in this
like Shaker Digestive Cordial, because
it prevents the undigested food from
fermenting in the stomach and helps
the stomach to digest its food.
Sold by druggists. price 10 cents to
11.00 per bottle.
Awarded
Highest Honors-World's Fair
*DR.;
CCREAM
BAKING
POWDER
MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Fre-
boo Ammonia, Alumr or any other adulterant,
MAILS Teel STANDARD,
Cutting Scrape.
Wednesday afternoon about 3 o'clockl
at Sebree. Bud Sugg, colored, became!
ingagei in a diffieultylrwith his sister. I
Addle Sups and drawing a knife, cut Reports received by the warm-house-
her in the breast inflicting a serious men of this city from the different (van-
wound in her left-sine from wheel she ties composing the Hopkinsville tobacco
wilo probably die. Sagg was arrested. growing district sliow flee thee crop of
; 1896 was housed in better shape than
Murder Near Trenton. i any crop grown in years.
News retells-el Elkton Tuesday even o But little of this year's crop has yet
FACTS FOR FARMERS.
Notes Interesting to
of the Soil.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
The Tobacco Market Here and Elseve.ere
Correctly Reported.
• ...I....
ton. They had te en to Trenton to vote
and the killing took place ae they were
going home. Particulars could not ob-
tained.-Elkton Times.
. -
Panthers Near Here.
1 here are panthers and rumors
panthers in Todd county. Only a fei%
days since Capt. Kirg Sears, a well-
known citizen of North Todd, was at-
tacked by a panther on the highway
and now comes the news that Jerry
Jefferson, colored met a similar fate in
Col. Sumpter's woods. near Elkton.
Outrage Near Clarkeville.
A gang of-eel:roes visited the house of
three colored men, Johnson, Garth,
Lewis Stat•ker and Isham Vance, eke-
tion night near Clarksville. Stacker and
Vance could not be found, but their
houses were forced open. Garth's house
was eetered, he was taken feen the bed
and whipped and badly bruised. Garth,
Star' er acid Vance were alleged to hays
voted the silver Demeter:ere tick •t, and
the atleeenstituted regulators determ-
ined to puish the (offender'. Twenty of
the regulators have been arrested.
Birds are Plentiful.
Birds are reportsd to be very plentiful
this season, and the Nitnrods will have
a splendid lot of sport during the six
weeks for shooting as premenbed by law.
For the benefit of the lovers of the wing
shooting it is stated that it is unlawful
to kill, capture or have in poeseasion
quail between JaLuary 1 and November
15 ehey may be killed only between
November 15 and January o'L A bill
was passed by the last Legislature pro-
hibititer the shooting of quail in the
State for two years, but the measure
was killed in the Senate, and the law
remaina the same.
•96 Taxes' ! ast Chance.
A penalty of 6 per cent will be added
to unpaid taxes on December 1st, 1S96.
I ant enepelled to settle witlitthe State
January let. 1s97, and unless taxes are
paid promptly. I will add penalty and
collect by levy at once.
Mc J. Devi,
Nov 5, 1896 S. C. C.
SUCCESSFUL MEETING.
Wed , the protracted meting which
has been iii progress at the New Barron
Springs church closed. All the serve-es;
were well attended and great interest
manifested. The meeting was conduct-
ed by the Rev. 'H. F. Hyde Who was as-
sisted by Alex McCord. Th011e a ho
have united with the churehem a result
of this meeting, are as follow":
Maley Long, 011ie WulkeleViola Wal-
ker, Mrs. Illankenahip, Maley Blankeu.
ship, Bertie Henderson, Sister Long,
Willie Caution, Harvy Cannon, Tommie
Cannon, Tommie Tee oort , Dick Berry,
Harvy Blaukinship, Willie Blatikinsbip,
N. Rodgers, Lola Case, Tom Benshan,
Lucy CraLtree, John Woodfeas, B. Hen-
derson, Willie Sallee, Ben Yancy,
George West, James Rodgers, Mrs.
Flat, Mrs. Rodgers, Minnie Myers, Kate
Myers, Harry Boyd, George White, Lu-
la Hord.
DIED WEDNESDAY.
Miss Marianna Radford a
Victim of the Reaper.
POPULAR YOUNG LADY,
Other News of Some Interest Picked up
Here and There.
Mira Marianna Radford is dead.
When the news re ached Hopkinsville
all who knew the young lady were deep
ly grieved and shocked.
Erysipelas was the cause of the death
Miss Radford became afflicted with the
disease a few weeks ago. It was locateci
in her face, originating in a cut place
on her lip in which she had taken cold.
Her condition had been considered
precarious several days prior to her
death.
The end came Wednesday morning
about ten o'clock.
Miss Radford was one of the most
prominent society belles in Southern
Kentucky. She was a daughter of the
late W. T. Radford, one of Christian
sounty's wealthiest and raciest prominent
citizens. She was born in this county
and always made her home here. She
lived in Hotlinsville (several years. At
the time of her death she was living at
"Idlevrylde," the Radford county home
in South Christian.
She was a thoroughly attractive
young lady and her sympathetic nature
and gentile disposition made her a gen-
eral favorite.
Besides a hoot of sorrowing friends
and relatives, a sister, Mist Willie Rati-
fied, and two brothers, Messrs. Walter
and James A. Radford survive her.
The remains of the late Miss Marian-
na Radford were conveyed yeaterday
afternoon fro.e Idlewylde to the
Baptist eh arch.
The building was crowded with the
friends'of the deceased. The Bervicee
were impressive.
The casket was hidden under flowers.
There was a profusion of, florial offer-
ings-eeme of the handsomest ever seen
in Hopkinsville.
The fano rd l cortege was very long.
The pall bearers were, Messrs. Frank
Buckner, Howell Taudy,Walker Wood, ;
Buck Anderson, Tom Failleigh, James '
Cook, le. L. Wrxelard and Dixon K tch-
en. There were simple services at the
!
grave.
MORE THAN HE DESERVED.
figment. TO NEW ER •
Springfield, Ill., New h.-Senator
John M. Palmer is said to have been
elected Sure o•yor of Sangamon county.
It seems thet t"cre is tor canei !ate on
U'.- ballot fee Snrveyotr, lend many
pouter men, inspired with the belief that
it was • great 4 ." erote.; the Sena-
tkr's name on their ballot
in" that a negro named Rice killed an been prized and put on the 'Teaks, but
other negro named Yates, near Tree , the fanners are busily enraged getting
it ready for market. and now that the
eleetion is over they will It. gin to• de-
liver it to the warehouses if no agree-
ment is reached in regard to holding it
in hope of an advance in prices should
there be no crop planted next year.
It looks now as if the-re is to be no
coucerted action upon the part of the
fanners of this, the Dark belt. The
large increase in the volume of busibees
being done this season upon the boards
of the Hopkinsville warehouses is most
encouraging and gives promise of still
greater things.
The local brokers report large orders
being received from their Eastern and
foreign patrens, who look to this market
for all their purchases in the finer
chimes of goods.
The monthly report of D. F. Smith-
son, inspector for the Hopkinsville mar-
ket, shows the receipts for the motith of
October to be 750 hogsheads, as agaiiint
115 hogsheads for the sante time last
year. Reeeipts for the year 21 04-S Wide
as against 13.8475 hints, lust year. Sales
for past mouth 1.132, /Olds as against
21i2 Wats. list year. Sales for the year
17.575 hheiseus against 13,4e9 Hide last
year. Shipinenta '01 t e pate month
1,722 Weis. as . gain 582 hhds. last
year. Shit mu -mite lot the year 15,239
Mids. as against 11.9e2 libels. last year.
Stock on sale 2,999 htels as against 1;94
Ithds last year. Stock sold 1,921 Weer.
as against 1,340 hhels last year. Stock
Ott hetet 4,941 lihds. as ugamet 1,784
last year.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Reported! by Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards.
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 3, '183.-Practi-
cally no stock had been received at the
yards at a late hour this morning, ship-
pers holding back until after the elec-
tion. Prices are nominal at yesterday's
quotations.
Cattle-
Extra ahipping.,  Pelee 4 in
Light shipping  3i45 3 au
B--.t butclu.rs  8 ass 865
Fair to geed butchers  r eve1401
(- lllll mon to meditim butchers . 1504 2 26
Thin. rough steer., poor COM/
and scalawags ! 1114 I 50
(bawl to ea tn. oxen .. mat 2 tin
t'ommon to medium oxen 1 601rt 2 26
FeetieraI alta, 3 411
Sttsskers
hulls I 75/4. 286
Veal ealve's 2144* 41.'
Choler milch cows o ;ease („,
emir to ;peel witch cows .  15(555,25(5'
Hogs-
Choler packing and butchers. r-Z
saltb Itt
Emir to good packing. Its) to 2110 lb 3 40
(ham' to extra light. Ina to ISO% • 411
Fat shoatc Itt to Itit . i 41I
Vat shoat.. Ito to 12U tit  8 215aL8 41)
nought.. to IOU lb  V Neal 75
At...kersI WO 75
Sheep and Lentba-
eie met to sat rum ementing sheep  IS Mies an
Seer to weal , ..... ..  i 76o42 III
1.41111 ...... t to Malta*  .. I 111114 I 1111
HtWk4 . ,... .... ...... . I nab! 7n
E • t ra lambs    5 t.'1•43 GI)
Val r to gots' 2 $444:1 to
Medium butcher iambi ...'. . .. I SVCS au
Tall ends or culls  1 41kta2 On
The following report is furnished ex-
clusively to the lily ERA by Glover &
Durrett, Louisville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week just
clotted amonnt to 1,942 hhds., with re-
ceipts for the same period of 1,016 hbds.
Sales on our market since Jan. 1st
amount to 144,747 hhde. Sales of the
crop of 1895 on our market to this date
amount to 139,747 hhds.
We have had a week of very light
receipts and sales. Our market for the
common nondescript grades of dark leaf
has been somewhat irregular and at
times easier. Prices for the good tonne
grades of both leaf and loge have been
well sustained.
The following qiintatIons fairly repre-
sent our market for dark Wham), ItiM
orop:
Trash . , $1 00 to $1 le
(Joint:ion to medium loge, 1 00 to 1 tio
Dark rich hem, ex' quality 00 to H 50
Commou leaf   lilt) to 4 00
Medium to good leaf  4 00 to 5 50
Leaf of extra length  5 00 to 7 00
Wrappery styles  7 00 to 10 00
The Louisville Tobacco Warehouse
Company yesterday took charge of the-
twelve warehouses which belong to that
combine, and to-day the sal. a will begin
under the new auspice*. The change
was without incident, and the old em-
ployes are running the houses. Here-
after all the baseless of the company
will be transacted at the ventral oflice
at Twelth and Main, but otherwise
their will be no change in the manner
of running the warehouses.
The regular monthly meetings of the
Tobacco exchange %s-as held yestforday
morning, aid it was thought probable
that the matter of reducing fees would
come up at this meeting. Nothing was
done, however. The matter may be
left to a future meeting of the exchange
or may be decided independently by the
officers of the combine.
The Districts.
The Louisville Courier-Journal, a Mc
Kinley organ, gives the following in re-
gard to the districts:
Bryan McKinley
First District   13.096
Second District  5,991
Third district • 71e
Fourth districe.... 2,737
Fifth district   12,275
Sixth district . 8,631
Seventh district  
Eighth district.  .
Ninth district 
Tenth district  1,214
Eleventh district 11,926
 
 
--
Totals  27,612 27,766
27,612
McKinley's majority.  154
Twenty-nine precincts missing 
The miming Precincts are are as fol-
lows:
One precinct in Shelby county miss-
ing; one precinct in Spencer county
missing; Leslie county, 5 precincts miss-
ing; three precincts in Bell county nnss-
ing; three precincts in Perry county
missing; two precincts in Clay comity
missing; one precinct in Letcher county
missing; one precinct in Grant county
missing; one precinct in Pendleton
county missing; three precints in Hen-
derson county missing.
Secretary Gus Richardson, of the
State Campaign Committee says that
Bryan has carried the State by a safe
plurality. When asked to give figures
to show Hach a result he declined. "We
have," he said, "heard from every coun-
ty in the Eleventh district by mail and
we figure as I said a handsome plurali-
ty."
The Palmer and Biel/net vote in Ken-
tucky amounted to 3,501.
. . .
2,405
442
• -411.• ••
1111111.•
TOO HIGH.'
(SPECIAL TO NEW ER41
Washington, D. C., Nov. 5.-
headquarters re emitted open all eight,
and toward morning the Democrats re-
ceived telegrams white' they claimed
assured more Congressirmal districts to
their wominees than earlier returns in-
dicaoted. The Republicans, too, admit.
tee that hue-jr estimstes before midnight
probably too high.
Original McKinley Han.
Major S. R. Crumbaugh, of Hopkine-',
ville, Republican candidate for the State
Senate, was in Madisonville Friday in-
terviewing members of his party and
Tillers mixing with the people generally. 'lite Local Republican Majority
Major theme to be the original McKin- May Be Lessened.
, ley man of this district. He is a splen- I
did typo of manhood and is regarded 1 y
all as being a tinst-cless gentleman.-
Madisouville Hustler.
A Firebug Scare,
owensboro is having a firebug ware
that is about to cause every reeident to
lie :intake of nights. Three resitlencen' Possible that
have been fired within the past flirt e 
nights, and there is no telling where the!
bug will break out again.
The cottage of J. J. Sweeney was tir-
ed Friday night hat was soon extin-
guished. The residence of Mrs. Susie was
lighted Satureley night and the blaze
crushed out with difficulty. Yesterday
evening Fuqua & Smith's factory was
slightly damaged.
The officers are uuable to
incendiaries.
locate- the
lIATTVIth IN 11KIEIA.
The partite a ho borrowed the key to
o'd Elgin store, on Main street, will
pl eise n tarn smile to parry Hopper.
FRESH FISH and OYSTERS reeeiv-
ed daily. J silts PHELPS, Art.
oce0,et Opp. Hotel Latham
Call anti see those beautiful pictures
just received at Hopper Br' a.
Dr. E. N. Print, dentist, office over
City Bank. May IS '96
Money to loan on real estate, Hunter
Wood, Jr., Agent. d&s t
Always in season, Hopkins' Steamed
Hominy (Hulled Corne Elegant lunch
in Milk. Qt. can, 10c.
Lost -A gold watch near Oracey.
"Mary" engraved on same Finder will
be given $3.00 for return of watch to this
office.
For billiousnees, to regulate the
bowels and cure a torpid liver, use
Lightning Vegetable Liver Pills. 25 per
box at druggest
Fine tailoring, cleaning and repairing
by Fowright the tailor anti cutter. Panto
made from $5.00 to $111 00. Suits from
$15.00 to suo.oci. Seventh street, oppo-
site New Era. Also ladies dress skirt
cleaning.
BISMARCK'S MOTIVES.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Vienna, Nov. 5.-The ••Nene Freie
Prelim." which published an interview
last week with a eonespendent at Ham-
burg, which was supposed to have
emanated from Prince Bismark, today
says that it Icarus from a well-informed
source that Biatuark may be impelled in
melting his disclosures in regard to the
Russia-German treaty by a fear that
Germany will repeat the mistake of
1990 by the evenlual abandonment of
the support of Russia in favor of an en-
tente with Great Britian, which would
be more dangerous, AA it would doubt-
less lead France to obtaining what she
hitherto been unable to Meant. namely,
an alliance with Russia, of which the
enforcement against Germany would
only be a eine-lion of time and circum-
stances. Another motive of Prince Bis-
marck, the "Nene Free, Preane" thinks,
WEIS to show Frame how little their re-
lations with Russia were due to them.
selves, and how much they were due to
Germany's mistakes in the treatment
of Russia after the demential of Prince
Bimmaruk from the Chancellorship.
That the latter in 'Actuated by hittred of
Von Caprivi, this journal thinke. Is tin
untenable ouppoeition, as Prinve tes.
meek has not regarded Von Caprivi an
the moral outlier of t he rupture bet w9bii
Prince Bismarck and the present gm•
peror.
An Impertatit It ri' Tunes
To make it tipparent to thousands,
who think themselves ill, that they are
not afflicted with any disease, but that
the system simply needs cleansing. is to
bring comfort benne to their hearts, as a
costive condition is easily cared by us-
ing Syrup of Figs. Manufactured by
the California Fig Syrup Company only,
and sold by all druggists.
SEVERAL WEDDINGS.
Mr. Elliott and Miss Walker
Mai ried Wednesday
ANNOUNCEMENT MADE
O'Brlen-Schmidt Nuptials-- Marriage at Sink-
ing Fork.
ELLIOTT-WALKER
A quiet and pretty weticiiug was Fol-
emnized Wtduesday at the home of the
bride's mother, Mrs. Annie Walker,
about one quarter of a mile from the
city litnits on the Russellville road The
contractieg persons were Mr. Rezin L.
Elliott and Miss Effie Lela Walker.
The immediate families and a few in-
timate friends of the bride and groom
were preseut.
The parlor was tastily desorated in
honor of the happy occasion. Exactly
at nine o'clock Mr. Elliott and Mies
Vyalker entered the parlor from a door
leading into the main hall-way. In the
middle of the room the Rev. Henry C.
Settle, pastor of the Methodist church,
awaited them. The serviee was brief
but impressive.
After receiving congratulations and
good wishes, the coeple entered a vehi-
cle and drove to the home of the groom.
A wedding dinner will be given to
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott to-day by the
groom's mother, Mrs. Jennie Elliott.
Mr. Elliott is a young gentleman of
high honor and intelligence, and is an
industrious farmer, The bride is a
comely young lady, and has many ster-
ling qualities and endearing traits.
O'BRYAN-SCHMIDT.
The Catholic-church of this city was
the scene of a pretty nuptial service
Wednesday night. A large crowd of
friends were present.
Mr. W. C. O'Bryan and Miss Amelia
Schmidt were married by the Rev.
Father Pike.
The groom is the overseer on Mr.
Charles Jarrett's farm. He is well
thought of by his acquaintances. The
bride is a daughter of Dr. Schmidt, who
lives near town on the Canton pike.
MORRIS-KIRBY.
Mr. Odis Morris, a worthy farmer,
and Miss Lena Kirby, a pretty young
lady, were united in matrimony
Wednesday night. Both live in ti •
Sinking Fork neighborhood.
The ceremony took place at tho resi-
dence of the bride's parents.
The nuptial knot was gracefully tied
by Rev. Granville W. Lyon, pastor of
the Methodist Church at Lafayette.
The young couple received many
handsome presents.
PIX4RS4'N meAte
The engagement of Miss Lelia Mead,
pepular I Ii leopkinsville society circles,
to Mr Fielier H. Fearer'', of Lowell,
Mass., has jeer been announced. The
em 1.411111 g will take rifler early in Deem-
ben Miss Mead is the dasghter of Mr.
H. J. Meau. of Leueville. Mr. Pear-
son was one t•f th•o youngest Senators of
the Lepris'atate of leeesachusetts, and
it is pro *sit t' t I oo him the best
Libilatta. to to.. ...44.1% 11.1yor.
I MANY ILLEGALITIES.
SURFACE
GOV. JOHN P. ALTGELD!
Speaks of the Boltocrats
"Birds of Prey."
:.vsosacetzAut.-x-49064404 -Wx-fA:grr.*-4w;•--eafsetreeer.eeteeeceee-
r4y OF THANKSOVITNO.
President Clevelan.1 Designates Nov
96 as tts Dap to Be Oboe' vett.
as1
MAJORITIES. RETURNS HIS THANKS
Christian May Decide
of the Country.
the Fate
It is possible that the vote of Chris-
tian county may indirectly elect the
Presi.:ent of the United States.
It i;ore not require a great stretching
of tip- imagination to POO that it would
not be at all strange if the size of the
niajority in this county determines bow
the 13 electoral totes of Kele licky shall
be met.
Are ording to the surface reaults of
the el. ction hurt , ...at is the vote given
in to he county clerk by election officers
Christian has given Maj. McKinley et
majority of 1.10s3 votes.
This may and may not ler correct.
In tee tint plaice it is unoflicial.
In the secoud place, and this is of
much importance owing to the closeness
of the election in the State, it is gener-
ally believed by the Democrats that
many illegalities, which iucretused the
Repub:ican majority, have been perpe-
trated.
Sotne of these alleged illegalitie pi are
as fotows:
Over three hundred votes for the Re-
publican ticket were cast in Hopkins.
vile No. 4. These voter should not be
count 41, an one of the officers of regie-
trat oii, the clerk, failed to comply with
the In v which required his signature
to be signed after the last name record-
ed each letter of the alphabet.
It is Aso alleged that a good many
votes were cast by persons who were
not entitled to vote.
It is stated that in some precincts "re-
peaters got in their work.
It is the geueral impresmion that at
least olio of the (Ayers of election, eon•
trary to) law, had money bet on the re•
stilt of the votes.
In all precincts officers of election
were not divided politically as provided
by law, it is said.
In view of these facts and taking into
consideration that Bryates election may
depend upon bow Kentucky's electoral
vote is cast and that a few votes, one
way or the another, may decide whether
this States gives a Democratic or a Re
publican majority, it would nut be
startlingly surprising if &contest should
be made on the Christian comity vote,
and that, as stated in the opening para-
graph, it is possible that this county's
vote may name the next President.
Majorities for McKinley, according to
County Clerk Prowse, are Lafayette,
45 ; lionnettetown, 24 ; East School-
Hooke, 78; Bainbridge, II; Lantrip'e,
100; Derwiani Chapel. 94 Majorities,
for Bryan arc Illaff Shrlti t, ill ; Baker's
Mill, 104. This hielthiley's ma-
jority In the prechicts named 230. This
anioutot added to McKinley'a other nia-
Joliet* in the county, given in the table
below, makes his total niujority 1,383
Dr. Clardyee election los- so flattering
a majority is highly gratifying to hint
and his friends,
In this district there are eight coun-
ties. They are Davies., McLean, Han-
cock, Hopkius, Henderson, Christian,
Union ind Webster- In 1894 the elec-
tion was as follows:
Clardy 13.36e
Sebree    ... _10,381
Turner    4,35e
In 1,95 it was *as knows:
Hardin   12, tee
Bradley.  19,098)
Pettit ..... . . ..... 4,0eut
According to late estimate, throe
&mei pre-flirts missing, the vote this
year is as follows, Dr. Clardy, it is said,
ran ahead of the ticket:
' CI tTNTIES.
Christian. 8132 41.5tt fo IS ll4Is
lativiess .  had see 104
Hancock .
Henderson . $543 24001*
tilniA•ktX • • • • • • . 18371 1.11
Colon 820o1 II5d 162004
Webster .  I005
Totals . IS501)14431,1-248- 29 Ma 141s
Itryatt•s plurality 1 rout
The exact vote of Christian county
will not be keown uteil the Official vote
is counted. Hanson Diltz Kends out the
follow jug to his paper, which he thinks
is nearly correct:
Christian rounty complete gives Bryan
3,132 votes, McKinley 4,550, Palmer 50,
Levering 55. For Congress, Clardy, 3,-
182, Franks 4,490, Lockett 50, South-
all 40.
Complete returns in Hopkins county
give Bryan 3,466, McKinley 2,484. Pal-
mer and Levering vote will not exceed
100. Clardy 3,46.5, Franks 2,474.
.The total vote of Daviess eourity, in-
cinder the city of Owensboro, is -as fol-
lows: Bryan 4,e91, McKinley 3,102,
Paltrier 108, Levering 12e; Bryan's plu-
rality 1789.
Something to Depend On
Mr Jam .8 Jones, of the drug firm of
Jones & Son, Cowden. III„ in speakiug
of Dr. King's New Discovery, says that
last winter his wife was attacked with
lagrippe, and her case grew so serious
that Physicians at Cowdeu and Pena
cecild do nothing for her. It seemed to
ctevelop into hasty consumption. Hav-
ing Cr, King's New Discovery in the
store, and selling lots of it, he took a
bottle home, and to the surprise of all
she began to get better from first dose,
and half dozen dollar bottler; cured her
sound and well. Dr. King's New Dis-
covery for consumption, coughs and
colds is guaranteed to do this good work.
Try It. Free trial bottles at R. C. Hard
we'e'a drug store. Regular rim 50 eta
a: d 31.00.
DELICATE W,P.M,E.N
13171 eft _IDFIMIX-aTJ'ffS
FEMALE
REGULATOR.
IT IS ft SUPERB TONIC and
exerts a wonderful influence in
strengthening her system by
driving through the proper chan-
nel all impurities. Health and
strenoth are guaranteed to result
from Its use.
My wife was bedridden for eighteen months,
aftessusing BHA DEIELD'S FEMALE REL,11-
LATOR for two months. Is getting w(11.
.1. M. JOHNSON, !Malvern, Ark.
lettiesitotte REGULATOR CO., ATLANTA. as.
NIA by all Druggists at Si 00 par bottle
' )1-. A. Potties,
OFFICE on Main Ste-st in 'emit op
peaite biatau,./ aSsok.
eevere•tesetessesesmeteseereaktilien
And Says That he is Very Glad t) be Able is
Return to Private Lite.
Chicago, Ill., Nov. e -Gov. Altgeld
gave a steteruent to the press yesterday
afternoon. Among other things he
said:
"Although defeated, I desire to thank
yea for the loyal support you have
i given me, end I congratulate you on
the benne fight you have jest made.
"Consider that only six months ago
our greet ji r y lay prostrate: it hall
been bstrayed Into the halide of stock
eobbers and monopolists lee' Preetdent
Cleve•land ; it lind been robbed of every-
thing Democratic exeept it name; it
stood for no great principml, and its
flesh was beilig torn by political birds of
prey; it was loaded
WITH 1.01.11•IcAL DEADHEADS,
e-ho never did anything for the
party •-xcept to ride it, and it Was 411-
felited with political vermin of both the
stuootir and rough and dusty variety,
yet under these more eonditione the
patty broke the chords with which the
Liliputiaus had tied it-it nee with new
energy, it cut loose from tee domination
of trusts and aynele aloe it repudiated
the man who betrayed it, it threw off
the lead of deadheade, it drove out the
political vermin mei with anew iimpira-
tion it again pmelaitned Democratic
time:plea and espoused the
t'AUSE OE TO1LINO HUMANITY.
"Although it was obliged to the re-
formed while under the flit+ of the ene-
my, it has made the most heroic politi-
cal fight ever seen in thin country ; it
was eonfronted by all the boodle that
could be scraped together on two cone-
; it ails confronted" by all the
banks, all the trusts, all the syndicates,
all the corporations and ull the great
papers. 
-
"It wax confronted by everything that
money could bay-that laxxile could de.
baneli, or that fear of starvation could
(Xlerae
One more campaign of ellacatioll will
forever bury the palsied form of that
curse which has blighted prosperity and
the happiness of mankind. My fellow
Democrats, on account of my heulth I
welcome the retirement which is now
assured !tie, and which I have long
wished for, but let me say in parting
that if you cherish republican institu-
tions then youecountry will need your
services.
"Two years ago several States were
carried by the same forces that have tri-
umphed this year, and in every one
there follow-ed a saturnallia of rewrote
eon and rottenness. Now these eondi-
tions are to be spread over the whole
country, and it will devolve upon the
American party to ultimately stop
them."
ElQuite a number of so-called :Southern
plays have been presented iii the past,
but it remained for James M. Martin to
write one which embodied everything
pertaining to that vast sectiou of the
country and at the game time cater to
all classes.
-Dixie Land" retied:el the ellaallt1141
chanteterieties to complete its Innen,' to
be appropriutely celled a Southern play
-that of a Southern family, the hotly.
!servant fuel poor white trash. The title
of the play, "Dixie Land," is most fit•
ting, denoting, as it doete, location,
which naturally calls for thew charac-
ters, and Lawrence and Hamiltuu have
completed matters by appropriately
dressing the play with accurate scenery
dud giving it a great cast, including
McIntyre and Heath, those well and fa-
vorably knowu exponents of the real
darkey. Then again, Lizzie Evans,
widely-known for the clever work she
always does, will be seen, together with
ladies and gentlemen, each one engaged
for their fitness to portray the different
characters in the play.
At Holland's Opera house to. night.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Hardwick has oleo of the finest pre•
ocriptIohlions in the South in retiree of
Ilia tirng store.
Hardwick's for drop and jewelry.
Take watch and all kind of jewelry
repair work to Ilardwiek.
Cut prices on stationery at Hard-
wick's,
Buy jewelry of all kinds at half price
at Hardwick's.
Hardwick has five solid gold ladies'
watch.* at has than half price.
All watch and repair work guaran-
teed and done promptly at R. C. Hard-
wick's.
Hardwick has the fiolest and beet
workman in the South in charge of his
watch -making and repairing depart-
ment.
Assignees Notice.
Having filed settlement unel asked for
discharge, its retiree' by law, notice is
hereby give' that I will, on Monday
Dec 7th 1896, in the Christian County
Court, move to be discharged from
further liability as Assignee of Morris
Cohen. JAmes D
- Assignee M Choen.
For Sale!
I The President has emote the follow•
ing proclamation:
• •Thepeople of the Stat-e'e should
never be unmindful of the grutitude
they owe the God of Nations for his
watchful care which has shielded them
front dire disaster and pointed out to
them the way of peace and happiness.
Nor should they ever referee to acknowl-
e iee with contrite hearts their prone-
ness to tarn away from God's teachings,
and to follow with sinful pride after
their own devices.
"To the end that these thoughts may
be quickened, it is fitting that on a day
especially appointed we should join the
approaching throne of grace with praise
and supplication.
-Therefore I, Grover Clevelaud,Preei-
dent of the United States, do hereby de-
signate and set apart the 26 of the pre-
seta month of November to be kept and
observed as a day of thanksgiving and
prayer throughout our land.
••On that day let all our people forego
their usual work and occupation and,
assembled in theix aecustomed places of
worahip, let them, with one accord, ren-
der thanks to the Ruler of the Universe,
for our pr •ervatiou as a nation and our
deliverance from every threatenitig dan-
ger, for the peace 'hal has dwelt within
our boundaries; for our defense- against
disease and pestilence during the year
that has passed; for the plenteous re-
wards that have followed the labors of
our husbunduiton, and for all the other
blessings that have been vouchsafed to
res.
-And let usehrough the mediation of
Hitn wen has taught us how to prayene
pee" the foregivenem of our sins.
-Let us not forget on this day of
thanksgiving the poor and needy; and
by deeds of charity let-our offerings of
praise be' made more acceptable in the
night of the Lord.
-Witness my hand and the seal of the
United States s hich I have canted to be
heretofore affixed. Done at the city of
Washington, this fourth day of Novem-
r, in the year of our Lord 1896, and of
the independence of the United States
of America the 121st.
Gitoviut CLev test en.
13y the Prusident.
IticitAlto Ot.sitY,
Secretary' of State.
' Paris For lent.
A farm of 500 norm for rent for 1897
be-lunging to etre. E. J. Fleming, neat
Herndon, Ky., pore:twine to Ix- given at
once for purpose of seeding wheat. Ap-
ply to kileentit WO0D.
Free Silver Papers.
We will furnish you the following
papers in connection with the WEEKLY
New ERA for one year at following
All of' last Tuesday's
Matchless Bargains
will be repeated
Monday Mornin
Nov. 9th,
And many others equal-
ly interesting added,
making. it a great bar-
gain time.
25 inch Sovereign Heavy Checked Cottons....... $1 50 Boys lace an(1 congress Shoes, 
50 inch all wool Ladies Ctoth, worth 75c, 
3i" :irtd
 93 i I stir
 3*• %slit
Wide 4 yard Velveteen Dress Binding,  7e Hirieh
Best q uality 9 inch Whalebones,. . .  5 d z M
19 inch reel Silk Velvets .  5th. 1 e et
[lot beautiful new Capes and Jackets, worth it i0 00  .t-li 'A
ie-i tom all .4.0.1
A pair. $2.49
Full die well quilted Bed Com. 07c
forts. extra quality. worth 41.41)
Large white Croehet 50cI 'Arunt.,rpalle...
rt•Iebrated Arlington. large flue $1.23Counterpanes. Marseilles pat Cs
Laciles Hen! Vests. pool.; lona sieeN es.
Ladlea fine Medicated Shatriet Woo" rye,
nest Import el
Vesta and . .... kg
Finest I tup.tedM6trAnnY 10C
Lot 'Soiled Zepht r. '
liertimaitownc 
le
worth IP5"
c,
"n 
r ounce . .
tiohl en anw,illriPonghm-se. 1)rapv........ 
fit-...............
551,11, 
'navy Denim Drapery, 
 9 1-2c
16c
White Finishing 2c'trait', per hunch. .• •
ladle* Lent her 11..11 a.
em .. 19cith Pockets.
,11.1.• nes patent Leather mid Plaid 25.c
Silk Bells, uu,rttm see.
Coraet   Sc
tittrter Wel), per yard. 2c
Box moortecl Halt* /Inn, 3c
Curling Irma.. 4c
I lot el ightly aolled Coraets. 25cworth up to Al.*, 
Rare Dress Goods bent.
New Silk and Wool Novelty1,resediouth, 29c
Fine 51'ool Eiderdown. 30c
litavt toll wool Storm Serge. .., 380011101 all wool Silk linialt 500
made In France. %girth .1.(111.
lhii Navy and Black figured Pop- 80Cnue. vto tit biota tArl,
• •
Beautiful black Wool and Mohair 44c
N1,40(10.14. &Mil from 75e,
Elegant black Brocaded Silk awl "Qc
Celtic'. sucrtic 1115. us
Tempting Things.
Ladleu real atagolliaollil I -eat her 99cyillt. P11101.11, pointed toes.,
Melo fine Satin (sit laistrea. iii$1.60plain and poftited 7iast a .,rd hc $1
liruse'% bleached ('an toil HIM!).
art'. .. • •
Fine Mettleuted Heti -Flannel.
worth 40... .. .
Juniata Flat. Elt-m•hed ttem.
llop.• Bit-m.11,d I "trot).
splendid Apron Cheeked Ginv.!.utri.; 40
4c
Loasciale Best Bleached (iii ton. .., 7
Full 'standard Fantr is-t• :rata 40
Mac tiregor hr4 Puhlrl lug ' 7c
worth 121,-.
410 inch Fast Etas! 'table T)anteak. ..'. 25c
Flue hest Table Cloths. 'ring. ti. 69c
worth 51.S5
alt LillP11 Clits•k Towela, be
Helt and fine Barnsley Hueic .10c
Towels
.
Extra heavy and I- Inc EIrmatitelts41
1lek TOWCIP. worth as, .„1,
large Fine Bird-eve Huck Towe)., 22c
.urth SU*
I Lot "'tamped Tatt ('eater Plots*
Tray Cloths and Presort. 1-3 off• (•arf slightly soiled. at
Lesi lea real Sale. hand run Embrui. 140tiered Hrtatik erch left.. wort ti :Etc ,
Ladies imported fast Black time. ! 10c
Herms(lort Dte.
Childrena Imported Nat blark. boo/ 16cvy-riblast Hose,
( hildren'a wou,l Hicyeie Hoe...
gic•
NOW. tirey Underahlrta, t 25
c
Preach (-nan-Or.
Mena ems Ribbed 1.:ntierabit ta. 1 r5
I, 'heap ut 000s.
Men'. Imitation Show-knit Seam** 10Cmoeka...oft and tine,
Mena sill Linen Handkereblefa. I 15cslightly fttli1.1i, ` Ourtli 21a .
Men's Fine Milano 11. matitched lityld- Sckerchief..
Men'. Fine Stopendera. wo. en ends, Cca ire Initial.. .41I 
• lee
lb Our Shoe Department.
Ladle.' Fine Ca •oin.niude
Saseha velybrated 411h k $1 r 0flue- w: su•tualiv %it' r .
rhildr..11). I kIngt.111 141.1111.11
ed letit her lip: site to ,
..... .
Bring your GOLD: bring your SILVER:
bring your GREENBACKS: bring your NICK-
ES; bring your PENNIES. They all count in
your favor, and trading with us is almost like
prices, viz:
Cincinnati Weekly Iequirer and finding money.
WEEKLY New KRA, $1.2.5.
St. Louis Republir (semi-weekly) and
WEEKLY NEW ERA, $1.75.
Cincinnati Weekly Euquirer, St.
Louis Republic (semi-weekly) and
Wm-ex''' NEW ERA, tall three; r2.00. assett Con
WMIITM!II111111T1I111TIMITMIIIIMMIMITMAI
FALL GOODS.
01140.••
11110"`"
611••••••
ewe-.
•••••--
wome-.
It takes lots of "sand" these Clues to buy a stock of go.ds. But the
inducements were to grcat. We plunged, and now have the
Strongest Line of 85.00. 87 50 and $10 00
Suits Ever Shown on this Market.
In the meantime whether the result of this eloction be for 'Silver oi a
God, you are wasting "Golden Moments" if you have not investigated our
 a
imitense btoek of Fall Goods.
Mammoth Clothing hooo.
:4,11t1T1117!!!/!!!!!?!!!!!!!!!TIMMITrtritt/rtIMMt
=-a-3/0/11mslatort
I
Two nice residence on East side of siess,
North Main, between 1st and 20 streets. "es.,
containing five and seven rooms. A geseeee,
beautiful buildirg lot ituiredieto-ly lupj„..._
front of the Tabernacle, and the Well les_
ere place, betiveen Elm street 1111r1
I level/M(1 avenue. Tbis is teue of the
pleatentest homes in the city tied one of
the best built houses, and will be sold
for less than half it cost to build the
house. Apply to S. H. MYERS,
w2m-d2tw2m Hopkinsville,Ky
OW▪ -
110•••••'
011h••••
1) 0 YOU
USE
W. and W. C.
BINN'S
goo▪ -
FLOUR? 011`-11110-1100.-
I110.-
It is elegant and gives entire gp..--
satisfaction whenever used. Ole
You ought to give it a trial. 111P--
We and W. C. Sinn, Pee Dee, Ky. 00--
ADMINISTRATOR'S 4°
SALE'sk-• 1111'lipe.-.
We will sell all the personal pro- 1
perty of Thos. Green, (he'd . on the IP.-
pretnie,e8, 3 miles East of Hopkins- '
sidle on the Bradshaw road, and near ' "'-
Cooky station on L & N. H H, on ca.-.
Tuesday,Nov.10,'96
Mules, horses, hogs, sheer, and .
hem! of Lits li bred registered Jeers. ges-
eatllleA so farming utensils of every 41116.-
kind and description and 200 bbl-, ow-
of e-rn in field tuid a lot of hey, tilles-
ewe-
bele d and loose.
About 300 Acres of (-mod E
Land for Rent for 1897. 0,0-
i 6.V. r" I
$3.00 A PAIR...
Good Fortunc For SO
Prompt Comas.
On next Friday afternoon we N
sell 50 pairs only
Stacy Adams
& Co's.
finest hand-made- mens 85.00 and
$6.00 shoes, all size 7's on A B & C
widths
At $3.00.
These are drummers samples and are
25 per cent. better than regular
stock.
3.111ANIZI1:011U. I3101112=11111111111111111111111111111111111.11111MINM
7214114141.ftf*Lift*S141#1**s - -
1
1
1
1
-4)
-Tree,
h,4 01cai;haei-ttisii as,....,,s sF's-sa, -s. - ,. mama msalasam. -saes .a.-24.4attaluostsmaisamatistrs*S
) eligs add r
etebte s ere - peel, ey harpers e eh
 the .r harps and
A I ER1 ECT HARMONY are diabolic fugue, art) dealt:1MA • , trumpeters 
yeah their triunpete if wis en caste of dyspepsia hot bread SILVER OR. GO
tasy, are grand march or doom, are al- should he
ar sentient the stream of "Anti-' that
REv. DR. TALMAGE DRAWS A LESSON lege° of Per'I'licin• 
och" and " Moan t " and "Corona-
should be eaten cold. would probably
LD.
•
direct his patients to have their ice Better than either is a healthy
FROM MUSIC. 
The Ear of Hach. don" aud "Leno
x" and "St. Martin's"
. liver. If the liver is 0. K. the
But if in this world things in geoesal 
and "Fopntain" and "Ariel" and "Old Cream served warm.
Hundred'"
are out of tune so onr frail ear, Low 
•
Ole Takes t*Tbet Chant of the Stare few InUeb more so to beings angelic and 
de- How they would bring to mind the
ilk' It takes a skilled artist to fully 
am. praying circles and communion days;and
the Christruee feetivals. and the church
worship in which on earth we mingled!
I have no idea that when we. bid fare- I
well to earth we are to bid farewell to
all these greed old gospel hymns which
melted and repeated our souls' for so
mann-tem Now, if sin is, discord, mut
righteousued imearmony. let us get but
af the ore and Niter the other. After
Sur dreadful civil war was over, in the
summer of 1S69, a great national peace
lubilee was held in Boston, and as uu
deler of my church had been honored by
the eelection of some of his muse! to
be rendered en tied occasion I accom-
panied him to the jubilee. Forty thou-
sand people set and mood the 
grmit
t toufeiret of `wrvisou of Great 'testily
aud Power The Final Hormone. preciate disagreeme
nt of *mud. Many
. 
Nee 1._.n„, mugiona__, have no capacay to detect a 
defect of
resourcee of all meteor+ poem draws 
win,na,reial execution, and, though ther
e
n u one bar as many offeneee again
st
upon by Dr. Talmage in this sermon harmony as could crewd in 
between the
.1iti illustrate a most emetics! truth. His lower F of the 
bass and the higher (11 et
subject wee "Tbe Chant of the eters, the soprano, it 
wouldetive them uo
and the text Job xxxviii. 6, 7. "Who ' e
tnnfort, while on the forehead of the
laid the elernerstone thereof, when the educ
ated artist beads of perspiration
morning stars sang tomeher?" I woul
d stand oat as a moult of the har-
We have all seeu the ceremeny at the i rcwing 
dissonance. While an amateur
laying of the cornerstone of chureh, ; 
WWI performing on a piano and Oad jus
t
asylum or Masonic temple. Inter the 
struck the wrong chord, John 
seems jan
bellow of the stone were placed ecrolls 
Ouch, the immorted cowpoke. enteral
of history and impertaut documents, to l
ite room, aud the amateur rose in mi-
ke suggestive It 100 or 200 years after. 
bartassanent, and Bach ruehed past the
ehea building should be destroyed by flre hoe
, who stepped forward to greet him,
or toru down. We remember the silve
r and, tasfore the keyboard had stepped
'trowel or iron haneres.r that smote the 
vibrating, pnt his adroit hand upon the
oquare piece of granite into sanctity. key
s and changed the peinful inhennony
'We remember Donee venerable man who int
o Mortals cadence. Then Bach tuined
presided ing the trowel or ham. 
and gave saluetion to the/hose
Ther. We mber also the music sus 
But the worst of all diecord is moral
eboir stood on the scattered 'stones discord. 
If society and the world are
-• timber of the building about te be 
painfully discerdant to upper-fide m
en,
• es:meted. The leaves of the notebooks wh
at intuit they be to a perfect God!
muttered in the wind and were turned P
eople try to define what siu is. It Mantle
over with a great reeling, and we re- 
tome that sin is getting out et harmony
snembee how the tease, baritone, tenor, 
with God, &disagreement with his bole
contralto and soprano votees cornmin- 
nom with his purity, with his lerteowith
weed They had for many days been re- 
his commends, our will clashing with
teeing the special programme that It his 
willethefinite dashing egiethet the in-
_ et be worthy of the cornerstone lay- finite, 
the frail against the puissant, the
created against the creator. If a thousand
Earls" the Coraerstoae. 
11JUSiCia11111, with flute and cornet-a-pis-
In my text the poet of lea calls us to 
ton apd trumpet and violoucello, the
a grander oeremeny—the heyiug of the 
hautboy and trombone and the wilid
ioundation of this great temple of a a
nd stringed instiuments that every
world. The cornerstone was a block of 
gathered in a Dusseldorf jibtlee, etiould
light and the trowel waa of celeetial 
resolves that they would play met of
crystal." All about and on the embank-4 
tune' anct put concord to See reek mad
ments of clouds stood the angelic ciboria- 
make the place wild witb deridttue aaa
ters unrolling their librettos of oVerture, 
grating dud rasping soundh, they coat!
and other worlds clapped shining cam- 
not wake such a pandemonium as that
bals While the ceremony went on, and 
which rages in a einful soul when Gel
tiod, the Arthitect, by stroke of light aft- 
hatens to the play of its thoughts, las-
er stroke of light, dedicated this grea
t 'roue and emotion—discord, life
long
cathedral of a world, with mountains 
discord. maddening discord..
'for pillars, and sky for frescoed ceiling, 
The world pays more for diecord than
and flowering fields for a floor, and gun- 
it does for censonance. High payee hav
e
rise and micipight aurora for upholstery. 
been paid for music. Oue man gave
"Who laid the cornesatone thereof, when 
$225 to bear the Swedish mingstreas in
tbe morning stars sang togethere' 
New York, and &pother $625 to heap
The fact is that the whole univeree 
her in Beeton, and another $050-to hear
waa a complete cadence, an unbroken 
her' in Providence. Faeulotis prices lorve
dithyramb, a musical portfolio, The 
been paid for sweet sounds, bot far
great sheet of immenaity had been spread 
more haa been paid for. diseord. The
out, and written on it were the stars,
•the smaller of them minims, the larger
of them sustained nctes. The meteors
-marked the staccato passages, the whtle
keavens is gamut with all sounds, in-
▪ • t i mocialationa, the space be-1
a • n the worlds a musical interval,
trembling of Mellor light a quaver, the
'thunder a bass clef, the wind among
trees a treble olef. That is the way God
suede all things a perfect harmony.
But one day a harp string snapped in
the great orchestra. One day et voice
4 isoonded out ot tune. One day a eiscord,
berth and teNitic, grated,upon the gloe
viola antiphon. It was sin that made
the dissonance, and that harsh discord
has been sounding through the centuries.
All the work of Christians and philan-
thiopists and reformers of all ages is to
stop that discord and get all things back
into the perfect harmony which was
beard at the laying of the cornerstone,
viten the roorninmstars sang together.
Before I get through, if I am divinely
helped, I will make it plain that sin is
dMeord and righteotemem harmony.
That in general things are out of tune
ie as plain as to ft.MUPiCiall'S ear is the
unhappy clash of clarinet and bassoon
in an orchestral rendering.
Otell of Tone.
Tbe world's health rood tune; weak
kings and the atmosphere in collision,
disordered eye and noonday light in
quarrel, rheumatic limb and damp
weather in struggle, neuritis/las and
puegmonias end consumptions and epi-
le em•• in flocks sweep upon neighbor-
boods and cities. Where you find one
person with sound throat end keen eye-
sight and .ajert ear and tam reeeiratioD
and regular' pulsation and eupple limb
and prime digestion and steady nervosa,
you find a hundred who have to be vely
careful because this or that or the other
physical function is disordered.
The human intellect out of tune; the
judgment wrongly swerved, or the
memory leaky, or the will weak, od the
temper inflammable, the well balanced
mind exceptionaL
Domestic) life met of time; only here
and there a conjumil outbreak of iDCOIlle
patibility of temper through the divorce
courts, or a filial outbreak abont a fa-
tber 's w through the surrogate's court,
or a case of wife beating or husband
poisoning through' the criminal courts,
but thousands of families with June
outside end January within.
Scciety out of tune; labor and capital
their hands on each other's throat;
-spirit of caste keeping those down in
the social scale who are struggling to'
get up and putting those who ere up in
anxiety leet they have"to come down.
NO wonder the old pianoforte ef eociety
is all oat of tune, when hypocrisy and
lying and eubterfuge and double dealing
and sycoptmecy and charlatanism and
revenge have far 6,000 years been bang-
ing away at the keys and stamping the
pedals.
On all aides there is a /shipwreck of
barmonies. Nations in discord withont
realizing it. So wrong is the feeling of
nation for nation that symbols chosen
are &roe and destructive. In this open-
ery, where oar skied are full of rabins
and doves and morning larks; we liave
our national symbol, the fterce and filthy
eagle, as cruel a bud as can be found in
all the ornithological catalogues. In
Great Britain, where they have Jambe
and fallow deer, their symbol is the
goerciless lion. In Buena, where from
!between her frozen north and blooming
south all kindly beast') dwell, they those
the growlinghear. And in the world's
heraldry a favorite figure is the dragon.
the fabled winged serpent, ferocious
stud dreadful. And so fond is the world
of contention that we climbout through
the heavens and baptize obe of the other
planets with the spirit of battle and call
it Mars, after the god of war. And we
give to the eighth sign of tee zodiao tbe
name of the scorpion, a creature which
is chiefly celebrated for ita deadly sting.
But, after all, these eymbols are express-
ive of the way nation feels toward na•
tion. Discord wide as the continent and
bridging the seas.
Creation' Groans.
MippOSO you have noticed bow
warmly in love dry goods stores are with
other dry geode stores, aud how highly
grocerymen tbink of the sugars et the
grocerymen on the same etreek And in
what a etdcwistic way allopathic and
• eseteattic deoetors spoilt oT eaeelt other,
• . now, ministers will wenetineee put
ministers ou that beautiful cooking in-
strument which the Englielt call a spit
iren roller with spikee on it—and
turued by a crank before a hot fire, and
then if theeminister being roasted cries
out against it the men who are turnibg
him say: " Hrusb,• my brother!" We. aro
turning this spit for the glory of GoTi
end the good of your soul, and -you must
be quiet while we cloth the service with :
Blest be the tie that binds
Our hearts in Christian love.
• The earth is diametered and eircum-
fereuced with discord, and the music
that waa rewdered at the laying of the
world's •m.fferstoi", talon tbe morning
stars sang together, is not heard now.
And though here andsthere, from this
and that part of societe, and frone thia
and that part of the earth, there comes
up e thrilling solo of e love, or a warble
of worthip, or a sweet duet of patience.
they are drowned out by a discord that
shakes the earth.
Paul says, "The whole creation groan-
eth. " And while the nigbtingaip, sind
the woodlark, and the canary, aiiikthe
plover sometimes stag so sweetly that
their notes bays been writtetir oat in
milsieal notation, and it is found that
the cuckoo sings in' the key of D, and
that the cormorant is • a beano in tpe
winged choir, yet sportmstan'e gun and
the autumnal beat often leave them"
ruffled and bleeding or dead in meadow
or forme. Patti was right, for tbe groan
in nature drowns out the prima donnas
of the sky.
Tirrtini, the great musieal compoaer,
dreamed one night that be in?tele a con-
tract with Satan, the latter ta be ever
in the composer's nervioe. But °tie night
be handrei to &Han a violin, on which
Ihiebeilto played teach sweet music that
theenraposer was awakened by the emo-
tiog and tried to reproduoe the 'sounds,
and therefrom was written Tartines
most fatness piece, "The Devil's So-
nata," a dream ingenious, but faulty, for
all melody descends from heaven, and
"oily discords ascend from hell. All
hatreds, feods, conteCe'mumelmckbite
Meese- .
rolimum ereeted Jur dug purpose.
Thousetebe of wine-rand stringed instru-
ments. Twelvel•lemeariel teemed voiles.
The mastermecee of all ages readered,
beTur after hour and day after duy —Han-
iel 'S "Judas Maccableus," Spoisee
"Last eueispiebt, '' Beethoven's "Mount
af Olives," Haydn's "Creation," MPLI-
del•solin'm "Elijah,'" Meyerbeer's "Cor-
aeration March," rolling on slue up in
surged that billowed against the heaver e.
The mighty egdencee within were tee
eternpanied on the outside by the riugieg
et the bells of the city and cafinon on
tbe Titmouse discharged by electricity),
i e art time with intlitiC thnlltlerling
, their awful bars of a harmony that as-
The Cincinnati physietan who suid
, —
When the children wake up in the
night coughing (tee dose of Dr. Bell's
Pine-Tar-Honey is all that's needed.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
.
It cost France over a million dollars
entertaiu the Czar of all the litlatliatil
during his recent visit to Paris. It is
well for the people of France that the
Czar doesn't visit often.
_
W. H. Lankford, merehaireLankford,
Tom., writes: "lhe Bells-Pine-Tar
Honey beater any medicine on earth for
coughs and meek"
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
I A Spanish cablegram Nue that Cano-
Pas has practically decided to let Cued
go if the wia is not muted by the first of ;
, next Merle The Cubans, however,
;' have tut yet•d• termiuto hat they %%ill
I do with Spain.-
Do yo.. eel t • •ed To she p? )
yCli . ito! Theld tf there's aim deem or
wheoping cough enemy peer etaidom
minutest-4e DI Belles Prue-Ter- honey
Fob, by Ie. C irk
man is 0. K. His blood is kept
pare, his digestion perfect, and he
can eniev ll'e and act intelligently
and 1, upon the questions
of the day. You- all know what to
take. Y'rel 'tee known it for years.
i,: Fe Liver Regulator—
your fathers
sterling worth.
t, been put up
& Co. Take
. It has the
the wrapper,
...axle, and
V 1:1; Tillie Table.
totinded all nations. SOWC[ittlefil I boned il"" ) "
` SU tutu', • •,[ .-1 • errecteu..May 31, 1896
parties, wh pretended that he was in-
my head and wept, sometimes I stood np
iu'ethe enchentment. and sometimes the s
ane. Abdul Haued is becoming more
affect Watt so overpowerieg I felt I co .:•1'
tree eudurait, tetjebiaily when a:1 t, •
evinces were in lull chores, and all the
batons were in fall wave, aud all the
orehestra in full triumph. and a hun-
dred aro ils.undermligh ty hammers were
in full clang, age •all the-tow-A of ehe
say rolled in their majestic S‘t r‘CIIIPss,
and the whole building quaked with
the boom of 30 cannon. Parepa Rosa.
with a voice that will never again be
equaled on earth uutil the archatigelio
voice proelaims that time shall be no
looger, rose above all other sounds iu
her rendering of ocr national air. "The
etar Sptuagled Banner." It was too
ninch for a mortal, quite enough for an
itutnortal,eto hear, aud while some
fainted one womanly spirit, releaeed
under its gpwer, Spekl away to be with
Crimean war cost $r,700,000,000, and •
the American civil war $9,500,000,000; 1 0" Lord, our (toe, quickly usher ip
and ibe war debts of professed Christian 
et_
OM' hole Nair Idel_BeIlecl. teteettueles
nations are about $15,000,000,000. The islands of the stei joth tbe five tome
world pays for this red ticket, which Dents, and all LIM voices,aud all the mu-
admits it to the set-uptake of broken • ideal instruments of all nal iota combine,
bones and death agonies and destroyed and -all the organs that eveasounded re-
citiee and plowed graves and crushed i cerium of sorrow sound only a grand
hearts, any amount of money Satfill i worth of %jet-, and all ties bells thdt
sake Discord! Discord!
wut Be Put In Tame. 
tolled for burial ring for resurrection,
'McLean the cannon that ever hurled
But I have to tell you that the song deafer across t
he nations sound forth
that the morning stars sang together at eternal viete
ery, and over all the acclaim
the laying of the world's corneretla *it of earth and
 minstmley of heavenedere
to resound again. Mozart's greateet will be heard 
one voices sweeter and
overtare was composed one night Viten mightier t
hen any huinau or wipe()
he was eeveral times overpowered with voice, a voic
e once full of tears, Out now
/deem and artists say they can tell the I of triumph, t
he voice of Christ, say-
places in the music where he was fall- lug, "I mu alpha 
aod omega, the be-
ing asleep and the places where he awak- ' ginning and 
the end, the. first and the
teed.. So the overture a the morning rase" Then, th
e top
stars spoken of in my text has been of the
asleep, but it will awaken and be mom
Irrandly render2d by tbe evening stars
of the world's exietenoe than fey tlie
morning stars, and the beepers will be
sweeter than the matins. The work of
all good men &tel. women- and of all
good churches and all reform asaocia-
tions help to bring the raoe bank teseibe
original harmony. The rebellioes heare
to be attuned, social life to be &Memel,
oommercial ethics to leg attuned, inter-
nationality to -be attuad, hemispheres
to be attuned.
In olden times the choristers had a
tuning fork with two pronge, andethey
would strike it on the back of•pew or
muaie rack and put it to "ehe ear and
then start tbe tenet, and all the other
voices would join. lu modern orchestra
the leader tease complete inetruenent
rightly attunec and he eounde that, and
all• the other performers tune the ke'ya
oftheir instruments to make them cor-
reepond and draw the bow dyer the
string and listen and sonnd it over
again until all the keys are ecrewed to
eoncert pitch and the disourde melt thee
one great itymphony, and the curtain
hoiata, and the. baton taps and audiences
are raptured wtth Schumann's "Pura-
dise and the Peri" or Hessian's "Stabat
Mater" or Bach's "Maguitlpet" iu D.
Now, our world can neve!. be atm
by an iffteerfact instruenedi.- Eves
Q'ttuona would not do. Ileaverr has
orcranted the onlyeliiisteeirealit seVe'-elit-es
made out of the wodd 2f .the erase, and
the voices that mecoany it are im-
ported voices, cantittiecee of the first
Christnims slight, when beiesa sersaael-
ed Shit earth' with "Glery te-Geti in the
highest, sad ea earth pease, gopiktidle
to men. " Lest we start toelaMI and
get ;lost in gemeralities, we had- better
Dem; with ourselv,e's, get our own tweets
and lives in harmony wita theemernel
Christ. Oh, for his Almighly SDizet to
attune um, to chord ott} will with big
will, to modulate our life With his life,
and bring us into unison with that
is pure and self sacrificing and heavenly!
The strings of our nature are all broken
and twisted, and the bow is so slack it
cannot evoke anything mellifluous. Tbe
instrument made for heaven to pley on
has been roughly twanged aud struck by
influences worldly and demonisce
master hand of Christ. restore thee split
and fractured and &veiled sad un-
strung nature until tint it shall wail
out for our stmand then thrill with di-
vine pardoil!
Complete Harmony.
The whole world west also be attuned
by the same power. I was, iirtte Fait*
banks weighing scale ananufeclory of
Vermont. Sia hundred hancis„ and they
have never had 'a striee. Complete har•
mony between labor mid capital, the
operatives of scores of years in deeir
beautiful homes near by the mansions
of the manufacturers, whose invention
and Chzistian behavior 'mule the great
eateeprime So allethe world over labor
and capital will be brought intim, eu-
phony. You may have heard whet is
called the "Anvil Chorus," composed
by Verdi, a tune played by hammers,
great and small, now with mighty
stroke, and now with heavy stroke,
beating a great iron a/rill. That is
what the world has got to come to—an-
vie chorus, yardstick chorus, shuttle
clionme trowel chorus, crowlear chorus,
pickax chorus, gold mine chorus, rail
track chorus, locomotive chorus. It
can be done, and it wili done_ So all
social life be attuned by the gospel
harp. There will be as many clamemin
society aa now, but the Clartaets Will not
be regulated by birth or we iilth aVOI -
dent, but by the SCRls Of virtue and be-
neyolence, uod people will beesesigned
to their pieces se goed, or very good, or
most excellent. So ale* commercial life
will be attuned, and .there will be 12 in
every dozen, tied le ounces in every
poend, aud apples at the bottom of the
barrel will be as weind to those en the
top, and silk goecla will not be eottoq;
and sellers will not haye to charge hon-
est people moue than the right price be-
cause others Twill not pay, ands goods
will come to you corres,ponding with
the aixample by which mamba/led
them, and. coffee will not be chicoried,
and sugar will nodbe waded, and mitt
will let be chalked, *lid alb-Iteration of
food will be a state pristisTrfetase—ays,
all tbiniar shall be aktuuesi! Elections ip
En.klatirl and the United States will do
more be a grand eareit-aeof deshoyation
and scurrillty, but the elevation of
rightioas men is a righteous way.
fhe 'tette:1th centesy the remora
called tleedeiseher brodore neeeed the
lowest bass ever reseeded, tote the hi,gb-
eet note ever trilled Was byt Bantam
della, and petaliui'm voice a com-
petes of 3te 'octavo'. But Clowebeafte,is
more wonderful, foe it ries all So seal
down Om greatest heights and die deep--
art depths.of the'world's secicvily, apd
it will compass everythingsarid Maw it
in awned with the song which the morn-
ing stars sang at the laying of the
world's oame.retone. All thehiscred mu-
sio in home, and eonoort halls and
charchee tends toward this consumma-
tion. Make et more and wore hearty.
Sing in your families. eiug in your
places of business. If we with proper
spirit' use these facultaer, we are Se-
beareing for tbe eaten.
Heaven is to have a new song., an en-
tirely new song. But I sheuld not won-
der if, as sometimes on earth a tene is
fashioned out of many tunee, or a is one
tune with the variations, so tee
songs of the redeemed may have play-
ing through them the songs of earth.
And how thrilling, as routing through
ehe Knee anthem of_ the saved. acute-
•
stone
voices
laying
moruing
at • the laying of
worleb history, the same
shall be heard as when, at tho
of the world's cornerstone, "the
stars sang together."
The Istgehrarty, healthy man is a oases
irritatien to his dyspeptic friend-. Ons
mati in.,a hundred is perftotly healthy.
The other see have some digestive trouble,
and perhaps more than 50 per cent. of
thesmcould trace-thee trouble to thatJnost
prevalent evil—coestipation. It's a simile
tit elm LI itse,11, but like. mane simple things,
may grow and become complicated.
Coestimetiori is the root of ninatentes of
the sicknese ef men, and of aslarge propor-
tion of the !licitness of women. It can be
epted. It can be cured easily, naturally
aad qpicklye There is so tedscat save that
of' earelemmem. way itechoutd cause the
hrtitible that; it d4s. Ndittest N continually
working as hard*ns she cang• liirow off im-
puritres, and to force o,ut peisouous refuse
matter. Nathee •Ls not a dray-hdrse and
suel riot be mietworked. Nature is sys-
tematic. Seine little them may inierfere
with tee sostem, atul carise eerious derange-
lieent Tbe remove' of thee little impeca
mint Pets Ntre wheees wosk tug again with-
out Vey trouble
Tbis is exaetly whet flot rieree's Pleasant
Pellets do. Tfirybassist seaters in a genet,
leeeethfel. efficeeet way. 'Mercies nothiso
violent about teen astiela, alaiget lea jest
ps certein as ,if itewele twt as violent.
The use of the "Pellets!' doesn't derange
flie system in any way, and once it is in
drder, you eel stqp taking teem. There
are unecrupatops druggists, who will tell
engthat soineteing else ".ldst as good."
They are thistaksts— or worse. ‘Chether
they are ignoranteoe eneruthful matteh
little to you if you do, me get tee '' Pel-
lets." Inaiet oa getting what sou ask foe
Some People's Folly.
Why some persons will suffer with
the excruciating pangs of rheumatism,
when they can be so easily cured by
that greateet of pain-cures, Salvation
Oil, is mist human comprehension.
That Salvation Oil does cure rheuma-
tism is evidenced by Mr. G. F. Schra-
der, Pierce, Neb., who says : "I have
used Salvation Oil and thihk there is
no liniment on earth like it. I had the
rheumatism for several months and
could get no relief until I used Sal-
vation Oil, two bottles of which effected
a cure, and I feel as well as ever. No
home should be without it." Salvation
Oil is sold everywhere for 25 cents.
When dealers offer a substitute be-
ware, you'll be victimized. Insist on
having the best, *alvation Oil.
Ell72‘11Iallan,
Fire and Life
Ins:vane Agents.
Agents tar Mel
O'a kluthal fienefit fe
Of Newark, New Jersey.
—See Thoir New Contract —
EvlrytIng, in be Ccntract.
Loan.9 acd rzai estate are
specialti-s wit!' us.
Office on West side North Main, near
Court Homo, Hopkinsville, Ky.
A. I LIS & WALLACE.
L. & N. Time Table.
SOU'TH.
The following time table tella when
all passenger trams arrive here:
No, 53, St. Louis exprea. ..6 :0 7ani
No. 65, acoommodation..
No, 51, Bt. Louis mail 
NORTH.
No. 52, St. Louis mail.
No. 54, St. Louis °zeroes.
No. 56, accommodation
No, 58 makes connections at Guthrie
for Louieville and points East. No. 55
makes connection at Guthrie for Clarks-
..7 :05 am
5 :29 pm
9 :55 am
 
10 :28 pm
8 :40 pm
CUSHMAN'S
MENTHOL INHALER
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NEURALGIA. LaGRIPPE.
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or two of ler iletee
: r Hosed :111tI fertify mime-tit
t-tt, it, fele tiki•
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I. ht. Louis judgo has decidesi teat
:eared wean. it may UM- the of
riser former husband if they desire to
e:. If it wfts compulsory. it would
• S Ruse 11 at least ith bour to'
put hot autograph across the pages of a
hot I register. Lillian hae not, how-
ever, been divorced front a single hus-
band this week, and the probabilities
are that it has been very dull with her.
Dm Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic ie
perteet liver regulator—anti-malarial
lied blood, purifier. Removes billions.
riess without immerge Cures Chills
makes the eomplenon good. Gutman-
teed by all dealers.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
HelenGould is now studying law. She
probably does so in order that she may
keep in the family the handsome fees
that the estate has been paying to law-
yers, as well art to be able to better take.
care of her millions, to know her rights
in case she should ever find herself keel
to a husband with a ditposition to
t7
lueander her property. If Helen is as
"smooth- as her father was, she will he
of the leading lawyers of the coun-
try.
^
B okeeet • eice e. • •
1 he Beat Salve in the world for Cute.
Bruisee, Sores, Uleere, Salt Rheum
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hanes
Ohilblains, Corns and all Skin Erup
eons, and potitively cares Piles, or Do
pay required. It is guuranteed to give
perect satisfacion or money refnulled.
Prife 25 cents per box. For Sale be P
C. Hardwick Elopkinsville Kv.
Gen. Wee ler is certainly a man of a
very "hopeful turn of mind," in fact
the faith with which he is always ex.
pecting something to turn up to help
him out of his bad fix in Cuba is not
surpassed even by Col. Mieawber him-
himself. The General, in his latest bul-
teem, declares that he IA -looking for
victories!' He has been looking so lotig
theta it is-a great wonder that he has nor
become cross-eyed. There will be vie-
tones, but they wel be victories for the
Cuban eatriots, and not for the Spanish
troops
•
Soiled. nial is the one thing meet
etre to 'inculcate and ale s ht.r
Peeetiee. esferialls when there are
things tn eat within mich But t.,, e
get no selfeteeial necessary if yvu t
Simmons Liver R,golator It prom • -
eigestioe. erevents emeperethe Ned a oess
atter a hearty meal of de•lemeies
en-vent any discomfort It'• th. best
mod-night teddy.
We had paid on our !manual debt up
to Jenuary let, 1896. in breatet
$1,635.000.000 and also $1.700,000.$100 a
the principal and yet what is left of the
debt would r• quire more ef the protects
of labor to pay than it would have re-
quired te pay the entire debt when it
was first contrasted. You can readily
see why the money poet r wants the
snigle gold standard Unlees the peo-
ple rise up and assert their rights at ths
polls to-morrow they will be cruehed
under the heels of elle merciless Shy-
locks of Wall street.
Geo. L. Allen, Clear Springs, Ky ,
writes that he is confident Sutherland's
Eagle Eye Salve saved his eyes from go-
ing out. It is the greatest remedy on
earth for any and all kiud of sore eyes,
granulated lids, etc.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
The people of the United States are
the very last people on the face of the
earth that ought to make any remarks
about the failure of the Enropean gov-
ernments to compel the brutal TurkiSh
Sultan to put an end to the massacre
of the poor helpless Artuenians. The
people of this country have remained
silent and inactive while Spanish troops
have been landed in Cuba, almost with-
in sight of our shores, and have butch•
ered the inhabitants—old mete womeu
and children—and have pillaged the
country and burned what property they
could not carry away. Our people could
have put an end to this brutal war be-
fore it had been in progress a montlebta
they did not do so, therefore they have
no right to criticise any other people for
a failure to do an act of humanity.
To make the complexion good and
breath sweet, use Dr. Bell's Peppermint
Chill Tonic It purifies the blood, rids
yon of malaria and ie an up-building
tonic, aiding digestion. Pleasant taste
and lemmata effect. 50c. Guaranteed
by aP dealere.
—For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
If the United States would do its
duty it would notify Spain that it must
withdraw He armies from Cuba mid ac-
knowledge the Cubaus to be a free and
independent people. If mnanity,
well as expediency, demands such ac-
tion upon our part. As a matter of
businese this country cannot afford to
allow any European power to hold snch
a strong place its Cuba would be in case
of a war. Does anybody suppose for an
instant that England would, if in the
place of the United States, allow any
foreign power to hold Cuba? Look how
England goes right into Spain Ind
holds the Rock of Gibraltar ! Cuba, in
case of war, would be as necessary to
the United States as Gibraltar is to Eng-
land, and we should serve notice on the
powers of Europe that in the future
name of them will be allowed to hold
Cuba. If the rich little island is to be-
long to anybody, then we should have
It.
If you want to withstand the evil ef-
fecter of the coming winter's chilly
blasts, the best precaution is to put your
lungs and bronchial tubes in a healthy
and robust emidition by the use of Dr.
Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. It promotes the
free circulation of blood and gives vigor
and vitality to the reepiratory organs.
Where catarrh of the throat or head, or
any pulmonary ailment exists, it is nec-
essary in order to overcome these die-
messing maladies to feed and strength-
the inactive functions, and there is
nothing that dime this so thoroughly aa
does Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. It is
a Offline builder, through the procees
of free and healthful circulation of the
blood. By ita use the system is render-
ed lees susceptible to coughs and colds;
and for their cure there is nothing that
equals the genuine Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-
Honey made by The E. E. Sutherland
Medicine Co. and sold by reliable deal-
ers.
liold by R. C. HardWtok
SOUTH BOUND
No. 1 daily No:8 daily
kkrievillr 6 :15 a. m
lie nderson 7 :02 "
Corydon 7:23 -
oorganfleid 7:55 "
DeKoveu 8:27 "
4 :hip. tn.
5:08 "
5:51 e
•
eon "
amen) 41:21 " 7.85 •
orates-toe 10:21 e 10 "
' • . itopkiesville II :30 noon 9:50 p. in
NORTH BOUND.
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily
• Hopkinsville 5 :20 a. m. 2 :53 e. m.
arrive 4 :00
leave 4:45
- v. Marion 7 :31 " 5 :41 '
N . DeKoven 8:27 " :e7 •
v Morganfleld 9:02 " 7:12
V. Corydon 9 :30 " 7 :41
i.v. Henderson 9:52 " 8 :07
.erv. Evansville 10:40 " Si :55
UNIONTOWN BRANCH.
Princeton 6:37 "
ie
NORTH ROUND.
Morganfield 9:10 a. in. 7:15 p. m.
Arv. Uniontown 9:35 a. in. 7:40 p.
ROUTH BOUND.
Lv. Uniontown 7:25 a. m. 5:25 p. m
Arv. eiorganfleld 7:50 a. m. 5:66 p. m.
LOCAL FREIGHT TRAIT'S.
Lv. Princeton 7:15 a. m. daily..
Are. Hopkinsville 10:20 a. m. daily.
Lv. Hopkinsville 5:00 p. m. daily.
Arv. Princeton 7:15 p. m. daily.
B. F. Mitchell, G. F. & P. A.
Evansville, lnd
Cushman's
MENTHOL INHALER
Corr ittl troubles of this
a•kel Thiteat
CATARRH, HEADACHE
NEURALGIA. LaSAIPPE,
WII.I. CURE Z.:11i.r.'1,...'"-se.tenug, •Itufneig, coughing,
D EA DACHIL Con-
tinued ti•e eff•cts
st MK coif'.
ENDORSED 14
Isiplacei meows! ew-
e. 
-Ns\ Ht. aktlea t.hrofte
ani Ametlea for
CoLDR.,tor• Throat
Hay Favor. Brom-
ohnis, La °RICCI
The lo.tot Refrestane
mod Healthful aid to
HE•UACHN suffer-
ers. Bring" sleep to the !fleeciest*. Cure Ineomnle
ataiN•eTcek• [Integration. I.et't foolel with worthiele
imitations. Tale oaly C,..idlitlItAN'N. Price, 60o.
ai all Druggists. or MAIIVI free. AGENT% WANTED
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM P uc"wonder •
1.! curr of Balt Mourn, Old Bores, Outs,Wounds,
Corns, reostAtekka. Excels all other rmedies for
PlLage. I ri.•, 26e. •1 Dribmisi• Kek on Menthol
free. Addnr. Cushm n Drug CO.. yin.
manna& I stt DK 41101.1 C h loiter°. Ili
•
hoitoeth 
4
-'4.1otir
,
an, .
norrl .heik and eterto
-•:t, ,oltett,1
5 1.... (..` d• . Ittut
.; , . ; - • gl 1•5, • •
v., 'a hitt,
i-rico 50 coat. a at ...rug..
C. PAT TNER CO.. -roLeoo, OHIO.
'Doctors Say;
!,iious and Intermittent Fever-
;tich prevail in miasmatic crs
-;cts are invariably accompar
y derangements of th,
-nach Liver and Bowels
TI12 Secret of Health.
'!..e liver is the grear "
v " in the mechanism ch
In, and whcn it is out oforder.
:.he whole system becomes de-
-ntwed and disease is the result.
Tuft's Liver Pills
Cure all Liver Trouhles.
FER- I), SCHMITT Agent
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Via. Ohio Valley Ry.
In connection with the C. 0. & S. W.
and IllinoistCentral, to Louisville, Cin,
cinnati, Memphis, New Orleans and
points beyond.
Lv. Hopkinsville 5 :20 a. m. 2 :53 p.m
Ar. Paducah 12 :00 noon 5 :50 p.m
A r. Memphis 6:40 p. m. 7:10 a.m
A r. New Orleans 7:40 a. m. 7:80 p.m
Ar. Louisville 11:10 p.
Ar. Cinciunati 6:40 a. m
Close connections made at Princeton
with through solid vestibule trains, car-
rying Pullman Buffet sleepers, and
free reclining chair cars.
B. F. Mitchell, E. M. Sherwood,
G. P. A. Agt.
Evansville, Ind. Hopkinsville
.771e:
Cushman's Menthtm Balm
Le the safer, tome, mud most reliable
reukeily for
CUTS SALT RHEUM CHAPPED HANDS
MOMS ULCERS FROSTED FEET
MMUS 17CH RINGWORM
SCALDS ERYSIPELAS st.s0 OLD ROM.
SpeMalre Recommended lor PILES.
Quick to lielleTe 1%0h 11.114 ReAll, I liflomirmition
Guaranteed to give est Onset Ion %hen Ton kieed
an othtmehl,lee ahre he Bet Cuohman's Menthol
Balm not aecept anything el••• SP IWIng jun
al time' This Salm I. the Largest Boa of Oint-
ment and the best 0111 ttke inarkei.
If you CIllinOt Bet It of your druggist send 2fer.
for one boa hy mall sold by all leading druggists.
CUSHMAN DRUO CO.
ristssits, is D. se less beerlore ek., C11111'11.6.
lbeYeTaele1.1.171411.1-1.1.11te
YPH1LV
AVE YOU
re in Month, Boo- haling, Write 000
EMI RUDY CO., 007 MISSOISir TOMO*
te=oill, foe proof• of clime cep',04/0. Worse aeon ewes in 1
'XS says. 1010.nage Seek free.
.110111,Nr
A City of Brides&
Few people reallie that Chicago tm
day possesses more bridges in number
than any other city in Auierica. Col-
lectively they constitute a greater total
length in miles than any other system.
The extent of a single span of one of-
the swing brieges is greater than dud
of any other bridge. Modern bridge con-
struction is embodied in and illustrated
with a greater variety of perfected
mechanical devices in Chicago than is
the case in any other city in the world.
Standing out like monuments erected
to engineering skill, to a people's enter-
prise, and to mechanical perfection.
these bridges present a greater variety
admireble features and are evidences
of better workmanship than can be
found in the best of all the citiee iu
either the old or the new world.
Chicago has 68 bridges spanning the
river and its branches at every point
where commerce, and traffic demand a
passageway. There are 88 systems of
viudocte, which beemok as many safe-
guards for the people against the dan-
gers of railroad transporettiou.
Repreaented among these 6/4 bridnes
is to be found every description of tweet
or drawbridge which the world peewee-
es today that is of practical value. They
constitute within a radius of a few
miles a congeries of mechanical devices
which captimge thespectator wit 11 their
perfection and 'diversity of arrange-
ments.—Chicago Inter Ocean.
A Hasty Marr Loge.
"Marry in haste and repent at leisure"
is an old adage, and that it possesses
sonic truth is demonstrated in the case
of two young south eiders. Oue of dune
it is certain, is in a penitent mood. The j
story is as follows: A certaiu young I
untn, or boy, Rs he is but lti years of
age, and a girl of 17 had for some time
kept compauy with each other and -mime
up their miuds to get married. All ar-
raegements were made, and everything
seemed ram and bright till it was found
that a very emential thing had been
overlocked—theeparents of the young
lady bad not given their consent. The
young man at ouce set about to remedy
this, and imagine his dismay when he
wee informed that he could not have
the girl of his choice for a wife. After
considering the matter Are proposed to
the girl that they elope. This she re-
fused to do. She was sure, however,
that if the young man would but wait
for a few mouths her parents' consent
could be gained. This he refused to do,
and in a huff he went away and pro-
posed to another young woman. She at
once atoepted him, and the wedding
was solemnized. Immediately after the
ceremony the young man concluded that
he had done a foolish thing, and he has
already instituted a suit for divorce, -as
the parepts of the first girl have said
that if he can secure his fnadom he can ,
bee. their daughter.—Pittsburg Chron-
icle-Telegraph.
The Firm*. Entertaining Friend.
Iu the employ of a large wholesale
men•antile home) of this city is a man
whose official title is "entertainer," and
he is down on the pay roll as such. His
coneection with the firm is not memo
all, known. If it were much of his use-
fnlness would be gone. His salary is
large, he lives at one of the big hotels,
lie knows everybody, has a variety of
accomplishments, and is etre of tie
pleasantest men to meet in this city.
He• poses as a friend of the several
members of the firm and when a pro-
spective placer of a large order appears
he drops into the office and an intro-
duction follows. The merchant ask if it
would be too much trouble to show Mr.
So-aud-so about, and the entertaiuer re-
plies that it would be a great pleasure.
Then follows a dinner at the club, in-
troductions to genial and prominent
men of the town, and after the theater
perhaps the visitor is given a glimpse of
behind the @mem A wine supper fol-
lows, and after it is over the visitor
thinks Philadelphia is the only city in
the world, and he subsequently comes
over to place orders with the avowed
purpose of epeuding the evening with
his entertaining trient1.—Pbiladelphis
Record.
The Nolne*s •Gressi-Fanger.
People who are not aware of tlao con-
ditions do nOt realize the continual risk
incurred by doctors and nurses in hos-
pitals, in the operating room and when
dressing sores. In spite of the meet
stringent precautions, sterilized instru-
ments, antiseptic washes, etc., slight
cases cf blood poisoning are not uncom-
mon, and the appearance of a nurse
with a bandaged hand excites compara-
tively little remark. The first signs cf
danger are mo quickly detected anti
treated that there are few fatal cases.
A nurse whose infected finger had been
lanced to the bone aed scraped said
cheerfully: "I ought to be thankful
that I shall not lose the naiL Miss Saw-
bones is in a far worse state. Her whole
arm is inflamed, and she has lost a
thumb nail. She went to bed apparently
well, hut awoke in an hour or two with
shoeing pains in ber hand and arm.
However, she's doing well now and will
be all right deo "—New York Tribune,.
Preservation of Bouquet&
A florist of many years' experience
gives the following recipe for presere•
ing bouquets: When you reeeive a bola
quet, sprinkle it lightly with fresh wet-
ter; then put it into a ye•sel containing
some soapsuds, which nourish the roots
and keep the flowers as bright am new.
Take the bouquet out of the suds every
moruing and lay it eideways trete]
water, the stalk entering first into the
water. Keep it there a minute or two;
then take the flowers out and eprinkle
it lightly by tbe hand with pure water.
Replace the bouquet in the soaasuds,
and the flowers will bloom as fresh as
when first gathered. The soapsuds need
to be changed every third day. By ob-
serving these rules) a bouquet can be
kept bright and beautiful for at least
OLIO month and will lust still longer ln
a very passable state, but the attention
to the fair and frail creatures, la direct-
ed above, must be strictly observed.—
New Orleans Times-Democrat. 
•
When the election is over and people
have time to turn their attention to
other things, it to be hoped that the
public sentiment in this eonntry will
compel the Administration to go to the
assistance of the patriotic Cubans and
force Spain to withdraw from the island
and also to abandon all claim to it. As
a simple matter of self-protection we
ought not to allow any European power
to hold Cuba, as in the event of a w ar,
The enemy holeing Cuba as a coaling
statien and a depository for supplies of
all sorts could simply ruin me In time
of peace it is always well to prepare for
war, and then we are lets likely to have
one, as a nation that-is known to be al-
ways erepared for war is seldom attack-
ed.
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill TOtliC
cures chills permanently. A sure appe
Ozer. A perfect blood purifier. A cone
elete strengthener. Dr. Bell's Pepper-
mint Chill Tonic will give color to the
face anti change that sallow complexion
to a healthful, retry low. It corrects
disorders of the stomach and aids diges-
tion Overcomes nervous depression
and low spirits. It will restore exhaust-
ed and nursing mothers to full strength
and energy and makes children fat as
pigs. Guaranteed.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
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Made Fasnous by Dreaming.
101:130 OE the brightest minds have
been dreareers-abut the y ermined Sensi-
bly. They aliteut«1 el:mum-Ivor along
the line chosen ns life work. Dia-
win dreamed over his "Origin ef ,Spo-
oiets" 20 years eefore it saw
tou dreamed oeier his "Paradise Lost"
from beyhoode Columbus wax cou-
elemined us, a Noel:tomer, a visionary, a
quack, yet glee 15 years of the ruelet
untanrcnistu lto,Fruved the Guth of. 111.4
dreams 'mu usteuntled the WI rld. Fer-
dinand tie Lessees dreened Ile 12 years
of brit:gine -Leedon nearly 4, COO Mike,
nearer India ty the recenstructiou
the euez canal before the necestery e. •
mission was gibuted by the khedi).
Egypt. But them men druzini«1 with a
pureost•. Thee read, argued, studied
and fought foreheir beliefs because they
knew they were right. They knew from
positive demosstrution, from practical
kmowledge. ley had wrigheel and an-
alyzed and Pitted and retitled mite ill
fume tied data were made to converge te
one common center and end there in
cue grim, unwavering point. When
they laid their finger on a plan they
saw the result as it would appear to the
ignorant world when finished.
limy did not sit for hours commuting
cigars and staring blankly at the open
sky. They worked. They bent every
ergy tootle grim purpose.. All their live.s
were devoted to the consummation of
the-one supreme wish of their lives.
They gave theer work, their hope, their
Frem tee thm re oases ef human
mind, ordnuaely itmonmerlonsible,
they evolved the brighteet thoughts, and
followed the-birth of (etch idea with ti:e
sacred solicitede of at loving mother over
eer firstleoru ethild.—Houie Worker.
Kissing on a Tandem.
"One ef the greatest proLlems in bi-
cycling," said a giddy bicyclist, "is
bow to kiss a girl while riding a tan-
dem wirliont epeettieg. The first time
I tried it thurie wa.• llie blankest catas-
trophe ou record. We were spinning
along at a weerbing rate and struck a
shady placeewhete the eleptric light
wits obstructed by the de-nte foliage and
the shietiows' ley heavy meal somber. I
h made entlicieut progtess.with the
damel whore I had 'loitered with dip
front seat td venture upon a delicate
7
caralw," and ni we struck the shadows I
leaned forwent. throwing my weight
upon the hatelles and giving my neck
the never:eery curve. She was naturally
tornewhat start kei and dodged, giving
the whet 1 a wrench that was fatal. In a
moment we were eprawlieg on the bou-
levard, and when I gathered up her re,
mains and my battered self sheswas the
pirtnre of an intenstly irate damsel.
Whitt she said to um was a-plenty. Only
a man who eau ride a bucking broach°
iu cyclone ought to taekle such I
feat."—New York Telegram.,
Saddleback Ledge Light.
This is one of the weldeet and bleak-
est of light statious of that savage re-
gion, accerding to a story told
there, it was once the Seen° of a remark-
ably plucky adherence to duty on the
part of a le-year-old boy. He was the
son of the eeeper, and on this occasion
was left alone in the tower while his
father went ad; for provisions in
their only boat. , fore the latter could
return a violent steortu arose, and for
the next three weeks there was uo time
in which the keeper's boat could have
lived fora tuomeut in the wild seas that
raged about the lpnely rock. Still the
light was lipt barbing by that 15-year-
old boy, who had little to eat and but
rant time to sleep. Niget after night
tor three weeks its steady gleam sbont
through tee blackness of the pitiless
storm and gladdened the father's strain-
rug eyes. When tri ordeal Weir; ended,
the boy was so weak from exhauetion
as to, be - lamely able to speak. At .tht
same time there was no prouder father
nor happief young light keeper on the
blaiue coaet than those who met ou the
storm swept ledge of Saddleback diet
dey.—Kirk Munroe in Serilmere.
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For Infants and Children.
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Blood Poison,
Contagions Blood Poison has been ap-
propriately called the curse of mankind.
et is the one disease that physicians can-
uot cure; tbeir mercurial aud potash
remedies only bottle up the poison in
the system, to surely break forth in a
more virulent form, resulting in a total
wreck of the system.
Mr. Frank B. Martin, a prominent
jeweler at gee Peusylvania Ave., Wash-
ington,D.C.,says:
I was for a long
time under treat
ment of two of
the best physi-
cians of this city,
for a severe case
of blood poison,
but my condition
grew worse all
the while, not-
withstanding the
fact that they
charged me three
' hundred dollars.
le/ My mouth was
filled with eating sores; my tongue was
almost eaten away, so that for three
months I was unable to taste any solid
food. My hair was cotning out rapidly.
and I wasin a horrible fix. I had tried
various treatments, and was nearly dis-
couraged, when a friend recommended
S.S.S. After had taken four bottles, I
began to get better, and when I had
finished eighteen bottles, I was cured
sound and well, my skin was without a
blemish, and I have had no return of
the disease. S.S.S.saved me bow a life
of misery." S.S.S. (guaranteed purely
vegetable) will cure auy case of blood
poison. Books on thedisease
and its treat-
ment. mailed
free by Swift
Specific Co.,
Atlanta, Ga.
••••
Professional Cards.
H. I. WOW, ir
PHYSICIAN
AND SURGEON.
DISEASES OF WOMEN A SPECIALITY.
OFFICE Irogiejdale :Tod lie'o;o2ptzr4Building
Telephone No. 132.
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr.
HUNTER WOOD & SON,
;Attorneys-At-Law.
••Oflice in Hopper Block, up stairs over
Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, - KENTUCKY
JoHA FEL pie
Attornev - at - Law
OHO. Hopper Mock. over Planter's Bank
S. ilerimatlier
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A perfect Remedy for Com tipa-
tion , Sour Stornach.Diarrhoea,
Worms ,Convulsions .Feverish-
(less and Loss or SLEEP.
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ICENV YORK.
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J.M. Renshaw-Son
LiserN, FPod and
•ale
A nice line ot pretty turnouts always on Ilan 1. Call o..
Stableon west Seventh st
Bethel College
RUSSELLVILLE, KY.
ilccessibly, Healthful, Nine Schools, Th orou
Instruction, Xo Saloons, Expenses Moderate,
For:illustrated catalogue, address
9
W. S. Hyland, President, 
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DAGG & RICHARDS
Lumber Planing Mill.
JOHN B. CASTLEMAN. 
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Imaranc3 Company of Liverpool
BARBEE(IAN A:RP°oATiTLEMAII,
M,4VASERS SOUTHERN DLNR7MEN7
COLUMBIrl BUILDIFG, LOUISVILLE, Y
GARNETT & MOORE, AGENTS.
C. H. LAYNE
F- r.mic
Stable!
Cor Seventh and Virginia Sts.
Hopkinsvilie,
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GO TO THE LEADER
FOR WRAPS AND MILLINERY.
We are still here and will stay. We are
receiving a new line of wraps every day. con-
sisting of ladies capes. j ackets,
FRENCH AND ENGLISH COATS,
childrens reefers for all ages. no two alike, fro.
PbYSICiall & Sum! ery wrap warranted tailor-made and the latest
Office over Planters Bank. Office style- We also have a fine lot of millinery and
hours from 9 to 11 a. m.. 2 to 4 .p. m
JAS. I. BUM'
PLAIN AND ORNAMEN-
TAL PLASTERER,
HOPKINSTILLE, KY
(Formerly with Forbes & Bro.)
Will make estimates on all kinds of
plastering and cement work.
All work guaranteed,
and prime reasonaele. Repair work
a specialty and will receive prompt
attention.
411114tail wawahi=""" "'"'"4411'=
it= ADDRESS Lock Box 00,
fancy goods,
FINE PATTERN HATS.
-Come in and eel us. No trouble to sbOW
goods. We guarantee material aad prize.
Remember the place,
"THE LEADER.'
Madame Levy,
oseerese Mieromeetemetereseseleme..44.
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